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Abstract

Abstract:

Quasi-monoenergetic, energy-tunable beams of positronium (Ps) atoms can be 

produced by neutralising a positron beam in a gaseous target. Investigations into the 

efficiency for Ps beam production from several gases (He, Ar and H2) have been carried 

out across a range of energies and gas pressures. In each case optimal Ps beam 

production conditions have been deduced. The total cross-sections for Ps scattering 

from He, Ar, H2 and O2 have also been determined at intermediate energies.

These studies have shown that, of the gases studied, H2 is the most efficient 

positron to Ps beam conversion gas, by a factor of up to three times that of Ar or He, in 

the range 10 to 90 eV. At 120 eV Ar has been found to be more efficient than H2 by 

approximately 40%.

Ps-gas total cross-sections, CTt, have been measured for Ps energies between 10 

and 110 eV, across several different Ps flight lengths (from 0.2 to 0.6 m) and hence solid 

angles (1.3 xlO’̂  to 10 xlO^ sr). In aU cases the cross-section initially rises rapidly with 

incident energy, reaching a broad maximum at ~20-40 eV and followed by a slow 

decrease at higher energies. Of the gases studied, Ar possesses the highest cross-section, 

with a peak value of ctt ~20 xlO^^ m ,̂ followed by H2 , a i ~9 xlO‘̂ ° m ,̂ and then He, ctt 

-5.3 xlfr^^ m .̂ Sample measurements for PS-O2 scattering suggest a cross-section of a 

similar magnitude to that of Ar. The data are compared to available calculations and to 

other projectiles. Future work is also suggested.
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Introduction

1.1 Historical Background

The prediction of the positron, or anti-electron (with the same properties as the 

electron, but possessing the opposite electric charge) was made by Dirac (1930a) 

through his formulation of a relativistic wave equation describing the motion of free 

electrons in the presence of an electromagnetic field. Solutions of this equation resulted 

in both positive and negative energy levels. Dirac proposed that the vacuum consisted of 

a totally filled sea of electrons occupying negative energy levels from (-nioC )̂ to (-00), 

thereby preventing electrons with positive energies from falling into them due to the 

Pauli exclusion principle. According to Dirac’s theory, if an electron in this ‘negative 

energy sea’ was excited into a positive energy level, it would leave a ‘hole’ behind which 

would behave exactly like a positively charged electron (see figure 1.1), hence the name 

‘hole theory’. Dirac initially thought that this positive particle was in fact the proton, 

however it was shown by Weyl (1931) that this could not be the case as the mass of the 

particle and anti-particle must be equal. The current interpretation of anti-particles was 

developed by Feynman and pictures the positron as an electron travelling backwards in 

time (Vallarta and Feynman, 1939).

+ G O

—00

Figure l.I Paul Dirac and an illustration of an excitation of a 
negative energy electron to a positive energy, leaving a ‘hole’.
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The positron was first observed 

in the tracks of cosmic-ray detectors by 

Anderson (1932a, 1932b, 1933) using 

a cloud chamber. An example of such 

a track is shown in figure 1.2. A year 

later, definite identification of the 

positron was made by Blackett and 

Occhialini (1933), confirming that the

mass to charge ratio for a positron was
r .. ,  ̂  ̂ Figure 1.2 One of the cloud chamber photographs

of the same magnitude as that of the revealed the existence of the posii^on

electron, as predicted by Weyl (1931).

Later experiments have confirmed that the positron and electron have not only the same 

mass and spin but also exactly (to within current experimental limits) opposite charge 

and magnetic moment.

The prediction and discovery of the positron was swiftly followed by the 

prediction of a bound state of the positron and electron, positronium (Ps). Mohorovicic 

calculated the orbital radii and spectrum of the positron-electron system in 1934, 

suggesting the name ‘electrum’ (Mohorovicic, 1934). However, Mohorovicic was an 

anti-relativist and preferred Reuterdahl’s (1923) speculation of a mirror-electron, rather 

than an anti-particle, and maintained that the positron-electron system should be a stable 

atom. A quantum mechanical interpretation of the Ps atom was put forward by Ruark 

(1945), who proposed the name ‘positronium’. Wheeler (1946) independently proposed 

the idea of an electron-positron bound state, calculating the binding energy and lifetimes 

o f what were termed ‘bi-electrons’. All three physicists thought that the discovery of 

positronium would be made via the detection of its spectral lines. However Ps was first 

conclusively discovered by Deutsch (1951), through the measurement of its annihilation 

rate as a function of gas pressure.

The discovery of positrons emitted from radio-isotopes gave rise to readily 

available positron sources in the laboratory. Early positron experiments focused on 

annihilation studies, the techniques and scopes of investigations in positron physics 

expanding from the late 1950s, with the development of slow positron beams. The 

positron is currently being used as a non-destructive bulk and surface probe of many
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materials, especially in the detection of structural defects, such as vacancies. 

Comparative studies of positron, electron, proton and anti-proton scattering from atomic 

and molecular targets have provided a wealth of information on the effects of charge, 

mass, electron exchange, polarisation and electron capture processes in such interactions. 

The characteristic annihilation radiation of positrons has been observed in solar flares and 

y-ray emissions from the centre of our galaxy. Positron emission tomography is also an 

established medical technique for imaging dynamic effects such as blood flow and 

metabolism.

Ps spectroscopy measurements represent a good testing ground for the bound- 

state predictions of quantum electrodynamics. Ps interactions provide a valuable insight 

into atomic and molecular processes, complementing studies carried out with other 

neutrals, as well as positrons and electrons. Ps-gas scattering experiments, which make 

up the bulk of the work presented in this thesis, have begun to shed light on the 

importance of electron exchange and Ps break-up in Ps-atom/molecule collisions.

The following sections present some of the basic properties of the positron and 

Ps atom as well as an overview of the methods of their production and utilisation.

1.2 Basic Properties of Positrons and 

Positronium

1.2.1 The Positron

The positron is the anti-matter counterpart of the electron. It has the same spin 

as the electron (!4), but the opposite electric charge and magnetic moment. A positron 

can annihilate with an electron resulting in the emission of a number of photons. The 

total energy of the photons, in their rest-frame, is equal to the total rest mass energy of 

the positron-electron system, 1.022 MeV. The number of photons between which this 

energy is distributed is governed by Pc, the charge parity of the annihilating system and 

must be conserved throughout the interaction. Pc for a single photon is -1 and for a 

system of n photons:-

Pc =  (-!)"
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By symmetry arguments Yang (1950) has shown that the charge parity of the 

electron-positron system is given by:-

L - S 1.2

where L and S are the total orbital angular momentum and the total spin of the system, 

respectively. By equating 1.1 and 1.2 it can be seen that the number of photons into 

which the electron-positron pair annihilate is dictated by the quantum states of the 

system prior to annihilation. The Feynman diagrams for annihilation into one to four 

photons are shown in figure 1.3. The cross-section of a given decay mode is directly 

proportional to cT, where m is the number of photon interactions (corresponding to the

number of vertices in the Feynman diagram) and a  is the fine structure constant,

, 2 1
a =

2 f j k  137
1.3

(a)

Figure 1.3 Feynman Diagrams for (a) one, (b) two, (c) three and (d) four photon decay modes.
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e being the elementary charge, So the vacuum permittivity, h Planck’s constant and c the 

speed of light in vacuo. Therefore, the most probable decay mode, if allowed by 

conservation of Pc, is mode (b) which has only 2 vertices. Modes (a, c) both posses 

three vertices, however mode (a) relies on the presence of a third body to conserve 

momentum. This constraint introduces an additional multiplicative factor (which turns 

out to be of the order of a^) to the overall probability of mode (a). All the decay modes 

shown in figure 1.3 have now been observed ((a) Palathingal et al, 1991, (b) Klemperer, 

1934, (c) Chang et al, 1982, 1985 and (d) Adachi et al, 1990). An additional 

annihilation process has been predicted (Brunings, 1934) whereby the annihilation energy 

is transferred to another bound electron, which is then liberated fi’om the atom. This 

form of radiationless decay has not yet been observed and its cross-section has been 

calculated to be of the order of 10'̂ * cm .̂

The cross-section for 2-y annihilation of a non-relativistic positron in a gas of fi'ee 

electrons of density Ue was expressed by Dirac (1930b) as:-

where v is the velocity of the positron with respect to the electron and ro=e^/(4neonioc) 

is the classical electron radius, where mo is the mass of the electron. This equation is 

usually modified when applied to annihilation in an atomic gas, as follows:-

. _  nrlcnZ^iy)
^ 2 y  ~  ^  1 5

where n is the target density and Zejf is interpreted as the effective number of electrons 

available for annihilation with the positron. In the energy range typically employed in 

positron scattering measurements Bransden (1969) has determined this cross-section to 

be of the order of 10'̂  ̂m̂ . The three photon annihilation mode has been calculated, by 

Ore and Powell (1949), to be a factor of -378 times smaller, rendering this contribution 

to direct annihilation negligible in comparison to other available positron scattering 

channels.

1.2.2 Positronium

Positronium (Ps) is the bound state of an electron and positron. Its formation is
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an important channel in positron scattering at energies of up to a few hundred 

eiectronvolts (Laricchia, 1995) and can occur in two states, according to the relative spin 

orientation of its component particles. Orthodox positronium (or ortho-positronium, or 

o-Ps) comprises an electron and a positron with parallel spins. This means that the total 

angular momentum (J=L+S) of the o-Ps system is 1 and three substates arise with 

magnetic quantum numbers, m=0,±l. Paradox positronium (or para-positronium, or p- 

Ps), where the spins of its constituents are anti-parallel (J=L+S=0), has only one substate 

(m=0). Due to the relative number of substates for the two states, formation of the 

triplet state (o-Ps) is three times more likely than the singlet state (p-Ps).

The Ps atom is not a stable system and, in accordance with equation 1.1 and 1.2, 

o-Ps will decay into an odd number of photons and p-Ps into an even number. Ground 

state p-Ps is most likely to decay into two photons which will be emitted, in the centre- 

o 1-mass frame, with equal energies (~511 keV) and at an angle of 180° to one another. 

If kinetic p-Ps annihilation is observed in the laboratory frame a deviation in the anti- 

collinearity of the two photons as well as Doppler shifts in the photon energy may be 

apparent. Ground state o-Ps decays into three coplanar photons. The energy

0.35

0.30

c 0.25

.B
i 0.20
2
O

0.15
0>>

— 0.1013

0.05

0.00

Ore - Powell phase-space prediction ( 1949) 
(Linear) Adkins phase-space prediction (1983) 
QED spectrum with 0 (a )  correction 
Experimental data. Chang et al (1985)

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

Photon energy (keV)

Figure 1.4 The energy distribution of y-ray emission from o-Ps decay.
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distribution of these photons has been calculated by Ore and Powell (1949) and is shown 

in figure 1A  along with the experimental measurements of Chang et al (1982, 1985).

The vacuum lifetime of p-Ps is 125 ps, whilst o-Ps has a vacuum lifetime of 142 

ns. Gidley et al (1982) obtained a value for the p-Ps decay rate of (7.994±0.011) ns'% 

which is in good agreement with the calculations of Harris and Brown (1957). Initial 

measurements of the o-Ps lifetime were found to disagree significantly with the predicted 

value. To this end investigations were performed into the exotic decay of o-Ps into: 2 

photons (Asai et al, 1991), ‘invisible’ final o-Ps states (Mitsui et al, 1993), and short

lived neutral bosons (Asai et al, 1994). The most recent measurement of the decay rate 

of o-Ps is (7.0398±0.0029) ps ’ (Asai, 1995) and is in agreement with the value 

calculated by Adkins (1983).

Ps is structurally equivalent to H and has half the reduced mass, binding energy 

(6.8 eV) and, hence, twice the Bohr radius. The large magnetic moment of the positron, 

compared to the proton (657 times larger), results in a lack of hyperfine structure. 

Figure 1.5 shows a comparison of energy levels for both H and Ps, which have been 

calculated by Fulton and Martin (1954).

Excited state Ps (denoted by Ps*) has been observed in positron scattering fi-om: 

gases (Laricchia et al, 1985) and solids (Canter et al, 1975), as discussed in § 1.6.2. The 

metastable 2S state has a comparatively long lifetime of -1100 ns. The 2P states de- 

excite to the ground state in -3.2 ns, giving an overall lifetime for o-Ps (n=2) o f-145 ns.

The Ps negative ion, Ps', has also been observed (Mills, 1981). This ion is the 

bound state of a positron and two electrons, with a binding energy of 0.327 eV (Haftel 

and Mandelzwieg, 1989).
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Figure 1.5 Energy level diagrams for hydrogen and positronium.
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1.3 Swarm-Type Experiments

The first investigations to be carried out using positrons were ‘swarm’-type 

experiments. These studies employed radioisotopes from which fast positrons (P^) were 

implanted, with energies of the order of keV-MeV, into solids, liquids or gases. The 

decay schemes of two radioisotopes frequently used in such studies, ^^Na and ^^Co, are 

shown in figure 1.6. The subsequent annihilation photons may be detected in order to 

obtain information about the interactions of positron and Ps with the host material and/or 

positron & Ps properties and/or the host material itself. The most extensively applied 

techniques in this type of experiment can be divided into three categories: lifetime 

studies. Angular Correlation o f the Annihilation Radiation (AGAR) and Doppler 

broadening.

" N et

'Nc

= 2.6 years

Electron Capture = 10% 
(V Emission = 90%

y = 1.28 MeV 
(emitted within 10 ps)

Te*_

Te.

= 70.5 days

Electron Capture = 85% 
(f Emission = 15%

y -  0.81 MeV

Figure 1.6 The decay schemes for and *̂Co.

Traditionally, the lifetime technique (Shearer and Deutsch, 1949) employs the

1.28 MeV photon emitted (during the decay of ^^Na) almost immediately following the 

emission of a P̂  particle as a start signal and uses the 511 keV annihilation photon as a 

stop signal. This can provide information on processes such as Ps formation, the slowing 

down and thermalisation of positrons & Ps in various media and Ps quenching.

Positrons implanted into a sample rapidly thermalise and annihilate with an 

electron, emitting two y-rays, which are collinear in the positron/electron centre-of-mass 

frame. In the laboratory frame of reference the angle between the y-rays is a measure of 

the momentum of the annihilating pair. However, the thermal positron contributes to 

this very little momentum and therefore the momentum distribution obtained by the
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ACAR technique reflects mainly that of the electrons involved in the annihilation. This 

effect was first observed by DeBenedetti et al (1949) and has been used to measure the 

momentum distributions of positron/electron pairs in solids, liquids and gases as well as 

mapping Fermi surfaces (Dugdale et al, 1994 and West, 1985) and bulk defect studies 

(West, 1973).

The Doppler broadening technique (for example Rice-Evans et al, 1995) 

measures the shift in energy of the annihilation photons due to the kinetic energy of the 

annihilating positron/electron pair. High energy resolution detectors, such as Ge 

detectors, are used for this purpose and the technique may also provide information on 

the electron momentum distribution.

1.4 Slaw Positron Beam Development

The methods discussed in the previous section employed particles which were 

implanted directly into the samples under investigation. Although these studies yield 

valuable information on Ps and positron interactions in various media, they pose 

restrictions, for example with respect to precise studies of energy dependent phenomena, 

as is the case for positron-atom/molecule cross-sections. The discovery of positron 

moderators circumvented these restrictions.

Figure 1.7 indicates the time scales of some of the possible interactions that a 

positron can undergo when implanted in a solid. The processes depicted in figures 1.7 

(c) and (d) result in thermalised positrons which may difftise to and be emitted from the 

surface. The source of fast positrons to be moderated can be either a radionuclide or 

radiation sufficiently energetic for positron/electron pair production. These moderated 

positrons are emitted with energies of the order of 1 eV. It is therefore possible to 

produce a quasi-monoenergetic beam of positrons several orders of magnitude greater 

than would be possible via a velocity selector. Figure 1.8 contrasts the energy 

distribution and positron flux obtained from a *̂Co radioisotope to that of a moderated 

positron beam emerging from W(110).

The positron difftision studies of DeBenedetti et al (1950) led to the suggestion 

by Madansky and Rasetti (1950) that it was possible to create slow positron beams in the
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(a) First Encounter: 0^T:$10 " sec

Energy Loss:
- Core excitation

Scattering
Diffraction

e* Beam
Channeling

Secondary electrons ̂

(b) Attaining Equilibrium: 0=cT<.10 " sec
Energy loss:

- Plasmons
- Electron/hole pairs
- Phonons

e* Beam

PsFast

Non-Thermal positrons

(c) Equilibrium: 0<T^10"’ sec

DilTusion
Surface e‘

Annihilation
e* Beam

Energetic Ps
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(d) Longer Times: O^T^IO’’ sec

Surface Annihilation^
"Trapped" e" 
Annihilation

e* Beam

Slow ê  
(Stable)

o-Ps Decay (~1()'  ̂sec)

Figure 1.7 The interaetions of a high energy (E<100 keV) positron 
beam with the near-surfaee region of a solid (Sehultz and Lynn, 1988).
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Moderated Positrons

Emitted Positron Spectrum For ^^Co

10- ' 10° 10 ' 10-

ln[E(eV)]
Figure 1.8 The energy distribution of positrons emitted from a W (110) 

moderator in comparison to those emitted from a ^̂ Co radioactive source.

way detailed above. Madansky and Rasetti predieted that the effieieney with which the 

positrons were moderated would be equal to the ratio of the diffusion length to the 

implantation depth.

The first observation of moderated positrons was made by Cherry (1958) using a 

ehromium-coated miea moderator bombarded with particles from a "̂̂ Cu source. A 

ratio of moderated positrons, of energies below 10 eV, to particles was found to be 3 

xlO '\ Little work was done in this area following Cherry’s observation until positrons 

were observed being emitted from polyethylene and gold by Madey (1969) and Groee et 

al (1968) respectively.

The next step was taken by Costello et al (1972a) again using Au coated samples 

(Al, miea and CsBr substrates). Costello et al (1972a) achieved a moderation efficiency 

of up to 10' ,̂ allowing total eross-seetions for positron-atom collisions to be measured 

for the first time (Costello et al, 1972b), as discussed in § 1.5.1. It was suggested that 

the kinetic energy of the slow positrons resulted from a negative positron work function 

for that material. In other words, the process whereby a positron moves from inside the 

bulk of a material to the outside is exothermic. It was later found that the observations 

mentioned above (Costello et al, 1972a, Cherry, 1958, Madey, 1969 and Groce et al.
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1968) were, however, not due to completely thermalised positrons.

Lang and Kohn (1971) define the work function for an electron as:-

(j)-=A q)-f^- 1.6

where Aq> is the surface dipole (the rise in the mean electrostatic potential when crossing 

the vacuum-metal interface) and //_ is the bulk chemical potential of the electrons with 

respect to the mean electrostatic potential in the metal. The surface dipole arises from 

the spillage of the electron gas from the bulk and the net ion-core potential, which is 

taken to be a uniform, positive potential. The resulting work function for electrons is 

positive, meaning that work must be done on an electron within the bulk in order to 

move it to a point outside, i.e. an endothermie process.

In the case of positrons, the surface dipole will be equal and opposite to that of 

the electron, and Tong (1971) proposed a definition for the positron work fiinction:-

(f)+=-A(p-n+ 1.7

where is the bulk chemical potential of positrons in the solid (mostly ion-core

potential and correlations with the electron gas). There are some materials which

possess a negative positron work function, resulting in the emission of positrons which 

reach the surface. The potentials which a thermalised positron experiences close to a

A

Metal

Potential

(|) =-A(p-p,

Vacuum level

Total Potential 

Image Potential 

Vacuum

Figure 1.9 Single-particle potential for a thermalised positron near a metal surface, where Vcorr is 
due to the conduction electrons and Vo is due to the ion cores.
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metal surface are shown in figure 1.9. It was later found (by Nieminen and Hodges, 

1976) that the positron work fimction for Au is positive and thus the slow positrons 

detected by Costello et al (1972a), cannot be ascribed to emission of work fimction 

positrons. It is now thought that Costello et al may have observed epithermal positrons 

(non-thermalised) or that the Au surface had impurities which altered its work fimction in 

such a way as to give it a negative work fimction.

Canter et al (1972) achieved a moderation efiBciency of 3 xlO ^ with an energy 

spread of 2 to 3 eV, by employing a moderator consisting of Au vanes coated with 

‘smoked’ MgO. Measurements of positron-He total cross-sections were undertaken 

with this beam as indicated in § 1.5.1.

A self-moderating positron source was pioneered by Stein et al (1974), in which 

positrons were produced via the reaction:-

1.8

by firing 4.75 MeV protons (from a Van de Graff accelerator) into a boron target. The 

advantages of this moderation method were a narrow energy width and low background 

from the Bremptrahlung radiation, however a moderation efiBciency of only 10'̂  was 

attained.

As has been noted above, the purity of many of the early moderators was not 

high. As materials of known purity and structure became available the physics of the 

moderation process began to be understood. Clean single crystal moderators with 

known lattice orientations were first studied by Mills et al (1978). It was found that 

changing the temperature of the moderator resulted in changes in the positron yield and 

therefore to the work fimction value.

As a result of this study a new model of the positron moderation process arose. 

As shown in figure 1.7 (a, b), fast positrons of energies below several MeV lose energy 

rapidly (-0.1 ps, Nieminen and Oliva, 1980) by inelastic collisions (core excitation, 

plasmon emission and electron-hole pair production) falling to only a few eV. After a 

fiirther 1 ps, the positrons are slowed to near thermal energies, via phonon scattering in 

the lattice (Perkins and Carbotte, 1970). Thermalised positrons may typically difiBise 

-1000 A in a defect-free metallic solid (Schultz and Lynn, 1988). The implantation 

depth of emitted from a ^^Na source is of the order of 0.1 mm. The majority of
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Process Time Reference

Lifetime in vacuum ~2 xlO^^ yr Bellotti cr a/, 1983

Thermalisation 10 '^ s Perkins and Carbotte, 1970

Trapping (after thermalisation) 10'^  ̂ s Hodges, 1970

Positron lifetimes

Freely diffusing 10-’° s West, 1973

Monovacancy trapped 2 X 10'^° s West, 1973

Multivacancy/void trapped 4 x l0 - ’®s Hautojarvi, 1979

Surface state 4-6 xlO '° s Lynn et al, 1984 

Kogel et al, 1988

Annihilation time 10'^‘ s Schrader, 1985

Ps lifetimes

Singlet, vacuum 1.25 X 10 '° s Gidley et a/, 1982

Triplet, vacuum 1.42xl0-^s Gidley et a/, 1982

Triplet, in solids less than 10 ° s Dupasquier, 1981

Table 1.1 Typical time scales for positron and Ps processes (Schultz and Lynn, 1988).

positrons implanted with energies of the order of keV or greater will reach the surface 

with thermal energies. Upon reaching the surface, figure 1.7 (c, d) shows some of the 

processes which may occur: Ps formation, trapping, surface annihilation and emission 

(depending upon the sign of the work fimction of the solid). Table 1.1 lists some of the 

processes mentioned above with their time scales and references.

Further confirmation of the above positron moderation model was provided by 

two experiments performed in 1980. Murray and Mills (1980) measured the positron 

moderation efficiencies of Al and Cu for various values of the work fimction, (j)̂  This 

variation was realised by controlling the temperature, surface coverage of S atoms and 

the orientation of the crystal lattice. From the results shown in figure 1.10 it can be seen 

that as the magnitude of the negative positron work fimction increases so does the yield 

of slow positrons.

Dale et al (1980) found that the annealing (heat treatment) of the moderator also 

changed the moderation efficiency. Polycrystalline W vanes were found to be the most 

efficient after being chemically etched and heated to 2200 °C. The increase in the slow 

positron yield was attributed to two processes that occurred due to annealing. Firstly,
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the heat treatment reduces the concentration of lattice defects, which can act as positron 

traps, allowing more thermal positrons to diffuse back to the surface. Secondly, for W 

moderators, the annealing process extracts the majority of adsorbed O from the surface. 

The latter property was instrumental in the wide use of W moderators in positron 

physics, because after annealing the W surface adsorbs only two layers of O. This means 

that W moderators can be annealed in a separate apparatus and transported, in air, to the 

installation chamber without significant loss of efficiency.

A moderation efficiency of 3 xlO'^ was attained by Vehanen et al (1983) for a 

single crystal W(110) moderator. Calculations of the upper limit for the W moderation 

efficiency by Vehanen and Mâkinen (1985) yielded a value of 4 xlO '\ A different W 

moderator configuration was developed by Lynn et al (1989). In this arrangement rods 

of single crystal W were cut into truncated cones, see figure 1.11 (d), of varying 

dimensions, and a maximum moderation efficiency of 1.5 xl 0'  ̂was achieved.

The geometry o f the source and moderator arrangement greatly affects the 

moderation efficiency and the energy spread of the slow positrons obtained from a given 

moderator. Figure 1.11 shows examples of the principal arrangements which have been 

studied.

The backscattering geometry shown in figure 1.11 (a) consists of a single crystal

0.6

0.5

T3

Z  0.3I
c/]

0.2

A A1(111)+A1(110) 
B Cu(llO)

0.0

1.0 1.20.6 0.80.0 0.2 0.4

-4. (eV)

Figure 1.10 The variation of the slow positron yield from Cu with 
changing positron work function, (Murray and Mills, 1980)
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moderator and a high specific activity source. The positrons are emitted from the surface 

of the moderator at approximately 90°, subject to the uniformity and cleanliness of the 

surface, with small transverse velocities which arise from the temperature of the sample. 

As can be seen in the diagram, the source has a shadowing effect upon the resultant slow 

positron beam giving rise to the need for a small source and hence a high specific activity 

source (for this reason ^^Co is usually employed in this configuration).

In order to avoid the aforementioned shadowing effect, and yet still employing 

the backscattering process, a vane, grid or cone configuration can be employed, figures 

1.11 (b) to 1.11 (d). The slow positrons in these arrangements are extracted from the 

moderator on the side opposite to the source, enabling sources of larger dimensions and 

longer half-lives to be utilised. These moderators are, in general, more difficult to 

manufacture. The main difference between these configurations is the fraction of 

particles which pass through the moderator.

Figure 1.11 (e) illustrates the transmission geometry investigated by Lynn et al 

(1985) and improved upon by Gramsch et al (1987), who used electron bombardment to 

heat the samples for annealing. Moderators used in this arrangement are single crystal 

moderators of the order of 10̂  to 1 Â thick. This source and moderator arrangement 

was found to give a much narrower energy distribution (of the order of 0.1 eV) than the 

backscattering geometry. The self-moderating positron source developed by Stein et al 

(1974) is shown in figure 1.11 (f) and its merits have already been discussed in this 

section.

A new development in the search for a more efficient moderator employs Rare 

Gas Solids (RGS). The energy loss mechanisms in a RGS proceed as usual until the 

positron energy drops below the threshold for inelastic collisions. This threshold is high 

in RGS and below it the only energy loss process available is phonon collisions, which 

remove only several meV at a time. This results in epi-thermal positrons reaching the 

surface. These epithermal, or ‘hot’, positrons may possess enough energy to escape 

from the surface of the RGS. For this reason it is termed the ‘hot positron’ model.
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(a) Backscattering (b) Vane

(c) Grid (d) Cone

(e) Transmission
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Figure 1.11 Schematic diagrams of the source and moderator 
configurations used to produce slow positron beams.
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Figure 1.11 (g) shows a typical source and moderator arrangement for an RGS 

moderator as used by Mills and Gullikson (1986). Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe were investigated 

and Ne was found to be the most efficient moderator, achieving an efficiency of 7 xlO'^, 

with an energy spread of only 0.6 eV. The deposition of a thin layer of O2 on Ar and Kr 

moderators and subsequent charging by electron bombardment was found to enhance the 

efficiency by up to a factor of three (Merrison et al, 1992). The upshot of this charging 

is to apply a drift voltage to the positrons within the RGS bulk increasing the number 

that diffuse to the surface. Table 1.2 lists the main advances made in positron 

moderators.

An alternative method of increasing the slow positron flux is to increase the 

number of particles which are incident upon the moderator (Lynn and Jacobsen,

1994). This can be done by using sources of very high specific activity, such as "̂*Cu. 

These sources are produced by nuclear reactors which have a high neutron flux. Another 

way to generate larger amounts of particles is from accelerators via pair production.

High intensity and narrow energy width are not the only parameters which 

characterise positron beams. Some investigations require beams which are spatially 

narrow and collimated, i.e. of high brightness. This has been achieved (Brandes et al, 

1988a) by focusing the slow positron beam onto successively smaller moderator areas. 

The moderation process is non-conservative and is therefore not subject to the 

constraints of Liouville’s theorem which states that for conservative processes the 

volume of a group of particles in phase space remains constant. This method has been 

used to achieve an increase in brightness by a factor of 500 and a beam width of only a 

few microns (Brandes et al, 1988b). The enhancement in brightness allows the use of 

positron beams as microscopes (Van House and Rich, 1988 and Brandes et al, 1988a).
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Moderator and mode Moderation

Efficiency

Energy Width 

AE(eV)

Vacuum

(Torr)

Reference

Pt, K, Ga, glass 

transmission

0 Madansky and 

Rasetti, 1950

Cr plated mica 

transmission

3 xlO'® 10'^ Cherry, 1958

Au plated mica 

transmission

10'^ 2 10'^ Costello et al, 

1972a

MgO coated Au vanes 

backscattering

3 xlO'^ 2.3 10'^ Canter et a/, 1972

B

self-moderator

10'^ 0.15 10'^ Stein et al, 1974

AI(IOO)

backscattering

3 xlO'^ 0.1 10-10 Mills a/, 1978

C u (lll)+ S

backscattering

9 x W 0.3 10-10 Mills, 1979

Cu(111)+H2S

backscattering

1.5x10’̂ 0.6 10-10 Mills, 1980

W vanes 

backscattering

7 xlO'^ 1.3 10'^ D dXtetal, 1980

W (llO)

backscattering

3 xlO ^ 0.7 10-10 Vehanen et al, 

1983

W(IOO)

transmission

4x10-^ 3 10-10 Lynn et al, 1985

Ne

transmission

7x1 0 ’̂ 0.58 10-10 Mills and 

Gullikson, 1986

W(IOO)

Ni(lOO)

transmission

9x10-^ 

6.6 xlO'^ -

~10‘*

-10'*

Gramsch et al, 

1987

W, Ni cone 

backscattering

1.5x10’̂

1.0x10'^

7 10'^ Lynn et al, 1989

Ar, Kr cup 

Field assisted transmission

6 xlO'^ 

6 xlO'^ -

-10'^ Merrison et al, 

1992

Figure 1.2 A list of the major advances in positron moderator development.
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1.5 Slaw Positran Beams in Atomic 

Scattering

With the development of positron beams, detailed studies of positron-gas 

scattering processes could commence. Initially, the only measurements amenable to 

investigation were total scattering cross-sections, ar. As slow positron beams became 

more intense, partial cross-sections could also be measured. Among these the Ps 

formation (aps) and direct single ionisation (ai) cross-sections have been most extensively 

studied. Furthermore, in recent years, determination of differential cross-section have 

also begun. This section provides a brief overview of some of these studies.

1.5.1 Total Cross-Sections for Positron-Gas Scattering

The total cross-section, ar, is a measure of the total interaction probability 

between two particles. The total cross-section is usually determined by measuring the 

incident projectile flux, /«, and the attenuated projectile flux after its interaction with the 

target, /, see figure 1.12. The cross-section is defined by:-

/  _  /  1.9

where / is the length of the interaction region and n is the number density of the target 

gas.

Incident beam. I, Attenuated beam. /

Target, number density n

Figure 1.12 A schematic diagram of a total cross-section measurement.
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This can be simply rearranged to give:-

1.10

The value of n is determined from measurements of the temperature and pressure 

o f the target gas. Uncertainties due to variations in n along the path length and end 

effects from scattering cell arrangements will give rise to errors on <jj. Errors also arise 

when measuring /, the path length of the positron in the target gas. If the experiment is 

being carried out in a magnetic field, the positrons may follow a spiralling path. The path 

length will then be energy dependent. Scattered positrons may also be detected, 

misleadingly enhancing the attenuated beam, especially in a system where a magnetic 

field is used to transport the beam. In the latter case, a time-of-flight detection and/or a 

retarding field analyser method can be used to distinguish between scattered and 

unscattered projectiles.

The first <jj to be measured was that for positron-He scattering, (Costello et al, 

1972b). Results for this target are shown in figure 1.13, along with subsequent 

measurements. Also shown are theoretical calculations (plotted as lines), some of which 

are found to be in very good agreement with the experimental data. Detailed

1.0
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▼ Costello et al ( \ 972b)
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• Stein e /ûf/(1978)
^ Griffith e / a / (1979)
•  Coleman et a l{ \919)
a Sinapius et a l{ \980)
• Mizogawa e / a / (1985)

 Amusia et a l{ \976)
 McEachran e / a / (1977)
 W adehrae/a/(1981)
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Positron impact energy (eV)

25 30

Figure 1.13 Total cross-section measurements for positron-He scattering.
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measurements (Stein et al, 1978) revealed a pronounced minimum at ~2 eV. The 

Ramsauer-Townsend minimum observed in the total cross-section for electron scattering 

(Ramsauer, 1921, 1923; Townsend and Bailey, 1922; Ramsauer and Kollath, 1929) 

arises from a quantum mechanical effect (occurring whenever the phase shift for the /=0 

partial wave is a multiple of n). The minimum in the corresponding positron cross- 

section is the result of the partial cancellation of the opposing static and polarisation 

interactions. Positronium formation becomes energetically allowed above 17.8 eV giving 

rise, in most cases, to a marked increase in gj.

Comparison of positron and electron scattering measurements can serve to 

illustrate the relative importance of the various interactions involved in these collisions. 

Figure 1.14 shows averaged total He cross-sections for positrons (Stein et al, 1978; 

Kauppila et al, 1981) and electrons. It can be clearly seen that the positron a r rises 

sharply at the positronium formation threshold, Eps, reaches a maximum at ~50 eV 

before gradually decaying with increasing energy. The electron total cross-section, aT(e‘ 

), starts at a value two orders of magnitude above that o f the positron cross-section and

Electrons
Positrons

§

0.5 -

U

0.05
300 400 500 6002001000 2 10 30 50

Energy (eV)

Figure 1.14 Smoothed positron and electron total cross-sections for He.
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decays smoothly to merge with positron a i at -200 eV. The difference at low energies 

arises from the opposing signs of the static interactions experienced by the two 

projectiles. The electron experiences an attractive static interaction and an attractive 

polarisation interaction, whilst the positron has a repulsive static interaction and 

attractive polarisation interaction, which tend to cancel each other out. Furthermore, 

electron exchange is important at low energies. The combination of these effects lead to 

a much smaller <jt for positron collisions at lower energies. However, at higher energies 

the static interaction becomes dominant and hence the cross-sections merge.

Total cross-section measurements for positron impact have now been performed 

for a wide variety of atoms and molecules. Investigations of Gt for positron scattering 

from alkalis were first performed by Stein et al (1985). These investigations yielded 

similar results to the electron-alkali cross-sections, and it has been proposed that this is a 

consequence of the high polarisability of alkali atoms. Total cross-section measurements 

have also been performed for atomic hydrogen (Zhou et al, 1993, 1994, 1995).

1.5.2 Elastic Scattering Cross-Sections

There has recently been a great deal of interest in the behaviour of the elastic 

cross-section, because of the possible existence of Wigner cusps (Wigner, 1948) near the 

threshold for Ps formation, Eps. Such cusps have been observed in proton scattering 

(Malmberg, 1956) and differential electron-alkali scattering experiments (e.g. Eyb and 

Hoffinan, 1975). However, it was calculated (Moores, 1976) that these experiments 

would not have been able to resolve the ‘Wigner cusps’. In a study by Campeanu et al 

(1987) structure was observed in the elastic cross-section at Eps. However, recent 

detailed studies (Coleman et al, 1992; Moxom et al, 1993) in this energy range have 

found no evidence of such cusps, although appreciable drops in the elastic cross-section 

were noted in some cases. These are thought to arise from channel-coupling effects.
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Figure 1.15 Differential elastic positron-Ar cross-sections with varying scattering energies.

Numerous measurements of the differential elastic cross-section, daei/dQ, have 

been performed (e.g. Canter e i al, 1972; Coleman and McNutt, 1979; Hyder el al,

1986). The investigation by Hyder el al (1986) also measured electron cross-sections 

which compared favourably, at angles above 60°, to existing experimental data by 

Srivastava (1981) and Dubois and Rudd (1975). Below 60°, a discrepancy was found 

and attributed to a divergent gas beam.

A sharp drop in dod/dQ was observed by Dou et al (for Ar, 1992a; for Kr, 

1992b; for Ne, 1993) as a function of impact energy. Figure 1.15 shows the results of 

Dou el al (1992a) in which a resonance-like structure occurs at -55-60 eV. It was 

suggested that this feature might have been related to the coupled-channel resonance first 

found in the theoretical calculations of Higgins and Burke (1991). However, Kemoghan 

et al (1994, 1995) performed a coupled-state calculation comprising eighteen final states 

(in comparison to the six used by Higgins and Burke, 1991), which found that this 

structure was not a physical phenomenon but a calculation artefact. Also shown in figure 

1.15 are the more recent results of Finch et al (1996a, 1996b) in which no such structure 

is apparent.
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1.5.3 Excitation Cross-Sections

The excitation of He by positron impact was first investigated by Coleman and 

Hutton (1980) and as such was also the first inelastic process to be studied. The 

excitation cross-section, Qex, was found to be predominantly due to the excitation of the 

2'S state. These results are shown in figure 1.16, in addition to later work by Sueoka

(1989) which extended the energy range up to 120 eV. Sueoka (1982) initially measured 

the cross-sections for 2'S excitation before making new measurements of the summed 

l'S-2 'S  and 1*S-2'P excitation cross-sections. Figure 1.16 also shows several of the 

theories together with the states over which they are summed. Comparatively, little 

work has been carried out on this process, due to the low cross-sections involved.

0.24
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0.16

0.12

• Coleman e / a / (1982) 
o Sueoka et al ( \ 989)

Parcell e / a / (1987)
 Varracchio and Parcell (1992)
 Hewitt et al (1992)

0.08

0.04

0.00
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Positron impact energy, E  (eV)

Figure 1.16 Excitation cross-sections, Oex, for positron-He collisions.

1.5.4 Ionisation Cross-Sections

Positronium formation and direct ionisation are important scattering channels for 

inelastic positron scattering and have therefore been the subject of intense experimental 

and theoretical investigation. A brief résumé of these studies follows.
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Positronium Formation

The first measurements of the angle integrated positronium formation cross- 

section, aps, were obtained by Charlton et al (1980, 1983), but due to systematic errors, 

Gps was grossly underestimated. Fomari et al (1983) measured aps for He, Ar and H2, up 

to a positron incident energy of 80 eV by counting the number of positrons traversing a 

gas cell with and without the target gas present. By striving to detect all the scattered 

positrons, the missing number was attributed to Ps formation and a cross-section for the 

process was deduced. Figure 1.17 shows the results of Fornari et al (1983) and the 

subsequent measurements of Diana et al (1986a), for positron-He scattering. Other inert 

gases were investigated by Diana et al (1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1987, 1989). Also shown 

in figure 1.17 are the results of Fromme et al (1986, 1988) and several theoretical 

calculations which are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data. The apparent 

feature at high energies in the data of Diana et al {\ 986a) has not been reproduced by the 

studies of Fromme et al (1986) or Overton et al (1993). The latter study is in far better 

agreement with theories at higher energies. Positronium formation cross-sections for 

atomic hydrogen have recently also been measured (Sperber et al, 1992).
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Figure 1.17 Positronium formation cross-sections for positron-He collisions.
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Figure 1.18 Measurements of the total Ionisation cross-sections for O2, by positron impact 

together with the cross-section for excitation to the Schumann-Runge continuum, dsR-

Below the first ionisation energy, Ej, the total ionisation cross-seetion, ai", is 

equal to aps. Studies of ai " have been made by Moxom el al (for He, Ar and H2, 1993; 

for He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, 1994; for He, Ar and H2, 1995), Laricchia and Moxom (for 

CO2, 1993) and Laricchia el al (for O2, 1993; for He, Ne, Ar, CO2 and O2, 1994) in the 

energy range 2-300 eV. Measurements o f total electron impact ionisation cross-sections 

were also made with this apparatus and agreed well with existing data.

The first direet evidence of ehannel-eoupling efleets for positron interaetions was 

found by Laricchia et al (1993) in O2. Figure 1.18 shows the results of this study which 

shows that Gt" possesses a broad minimum at ~11.5 eV where a maximum is found in 

the cross-seetion for exeitation to the Schumann-Runge eontinuum (Katayama et al,

1987). This correspondence indieates a coupling between the positronium formation, 

excitation and direct ionisation channels.
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Direct Ionisation

Initial measurements by Sueoka (1982) for the direct single ionisation cross- 

section, a,", yielded values which were slightly smaller than those for electron impact, a,'. 

However, these measurements have since been shown to be anomalous. Relative 

measurements of ai" made by Fromme et al (1986, 1988) were normalised, using Oj' data 

taken with the same apparatus, to the data of Montague et al (1984). Knudsen et al

(1990) measured aj" for He, Ne, Ar and H2 targets, however, these results have been 

superseded by those of Jacobsen et al (1995a, 1995b). All of these results are shown in 

figure 1.19 together with the recent data of Ashley et al (1996) and various theoretical 

calculations. The experimental data shown agree well with each other and with the 

theory. It can be seen that a," is larger than a,' at intermediate energies and this is 

thought to arise from polarisation effects. The difference between the positron and 

electron impact ionisation cross-sections at low energies is usually attributed to the 

presence of electron exchange for the electron case and positronium formation in the 

case of the positron. Comparisons of this sort, and other particle/anti-particle pairs, can 

illuminate the effect of projectile charge on the collision process.
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Figure [.19 Direct ionisation cross-sections for positron-He collisions together 
with the electron impact ionisation data of Montague et al (1984).
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Direct single ionisation cross-sections for atomic hydrogen were first obtained by 

Spicher et al (1990) and augmented by Weber et al (1994) using the same equipment. 

Jones et al (1993) have also measured for H using a time-of-flight technique. These 

results are compiled in figure 1.20 together with a selection of theoretical calculations, 

most o f which are found to be in better agreement with the results of Jones et al (1993) 

than those of Weber et al (1994), the latter being approximately 30% higher. The reason 

for the discrepancy between the two experimental studies is at present not fully 

understood.

A detailed study of near-threshold ionisation by positron impact for He and H] 

has been undertaken (Ashley 1995, Ashley et al, 1994, 1996). The results of this study, 

when fitted to a power law, yield a higher exponent than for the corresponding electron 

data (in accordance with Wannier theory). However the value of the exponent differs 

from theoretical calculations, suggesting that the theory, if valid, applies over a smaller 

range than previously thought.
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Figure 1.20 Direct single ionisation cross-sections for atomic hydrogen.
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The continuing advancements in the production of slow positron beams have 

recently enabled measurements of cross-sections differential in energy and angle (Doubly 

Differential Cross-Sections, DDCS). Investigations of d̂ cFĵ /dEdQ for Ar have been 

carried out (Schmitt et al, 1994) for both positron and electron impact by observation of

Ejected e‘, Kôvér et al (1994) 
Ejected e', Kôvér et al ( \ 994) 
Scattered e \  Kôvér et a l{ \994) 
CTMC, Sparrow and Oison (1993)
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Figure 1.21 Doubly dilTcrential cross-section of ejected electron 
and scattered projectile as a function of energy at 30" for 100 eV.
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the energy and angle of the ejected electrons. Kôvér et al (1994) have also measured 

these cross-sections, at 30° and 45°, with respect to both the ejected electron and 

scattered positron. The results of Kôvér et al (1994) are shown in figure 1.21. The 

ejected electron data is in good agreement with classical-trajectory Monte Carlo 

calculations (Sparrow and Olson, 1994), however, the scattered positron results differ 

fi*om the calculations.

1.5.5 Conclusions

As discussed in the previous sections, positron-gas experiments have provided 

valuable information for a range of atomic/molecular scattering processes. One of the 

most important processes, and one which is unique to positron interactions, is Ps 

formation. Studies of Ps formation in/fi-om solids and gases has lead to the use of Ps as 

an investigative tool for probing other systems. The next section discusses these 

developments and their applications.

1.6 Ps Beam Oevelapment:

Massey and Mohr (1954) stated that the “controlled moderation of Ps” would 

provide valuable insights into atomic and molecular collision theories and monoenergetic 

energy tunable Ps beams have recently been realised (for a recent review see Laricchia,

1995). The absence of the mean static interaction and adiabatic polarisation in Ps-atom 

scattering is expected to result in an enhanced importance of electron-exchange, in 

comparison to electron-atom collisions (Drachman, 1987). Additionally, the relatively 

low mass of the Ps atom, when compared to other neutrals/atoms, increases the 

importance of recoil effects, giving Ps a similar dynamic behaviour to positrons and 

electrons (Manson and Ritchie, 1985). Some of the reactions which may occur in the 

collision of a Ps atom with another atom are:-
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Ps + A ^  Ps + A Elastic scattering

Ps* + A

Ps + A* Projectile/target excitation

Ps* + A*

ê  + e' + A

Ps + A  ̂+ e Projectile/target ionisation

Ps + A^

PsA^ + e"

These reactions may also occur for Ps scattering from molecules, with the addition, for 

example, of: Ps + AB -> Ps + A + B Target dissociation

Ps properties and interactions are of interest in a number of areas of physics. 

Measurements of the decay-rate of o-Ps have been instrumental in refuting the existence 

of a mirror universe (Glashow, 1986). Observations of o-Ps annihilation have been 

made, originating from the centre of the Milky Way, revealing some of the properties of 

the media in that region (Leventhal, 1992). The possibihty of the Bose-Einstein 

condensation of positronium has been suggested through energy loss collisions (Platzman 

and Mills, 1994) and via laser cooling (Liang and Dermer, 1988). A Ps beam has also 

been suggested as a means of injecting charged, diagnostic particles into Tokamak fusion 

reactors (Surko et al, 1986, 1987).

Ps has also been used as a tool for probing other media. The technique of Ps 

annihilation spectroscopy has been employed to investigate pore filling and phase 

transitions of gases within samples of mesoporous VYCOR glass (Wilkinson et al, 

1992). Measurements of the Ps work fimction of a metal have yielded information on 

the surface density of states as well as providing a way to measure positive positron 

work fimctions (Mills et al, 1983 and Poulsen et al, 1993).

Observations of Ps produced at a graphite surface have also been performed 

(Rice-Evans and Haynes, 1995, Rice-Evans et al, 1986, 1992). The coverage of the 

graphite substrate by a monolayer of Ar, O2, N2 and NO has been investigated by 

observing the production of Ps, which varies with the coverage and phase of the 

physisorbed layers. The formation of PSO2 is thought to have been observed in these
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experiments (Rice-Evans and Haynes, 1995).

Positronium formation in gases permeating silica aerogel has been used to 

determine the momentum transfer cross-section in a number of atoms and molecules 

(Nagashima et al, 1992, 1995, 1996). The Ps atoms are ejected from the silica grains 

into free space with an average kinetic energy of -0.8 eV and lose energy via collisions 

with other silica grains or gas atoms/molecules. A simple elastic scattering model is 

applied to the data in order to extract the momentum transfer cross-section. The decay- 

rate of Ps has also been measured as a function of O2 pressure and temperature in silica 

gels of varying pore sizes by Hopkins and Zedra (1990). The cross-section for Ps 

conversion quenching due to a monolayer of adsorbed O2 at 77 K was found to be two 

orders of magnitude smaller than that for subsequent layers, and is similar to 

observations of quenching in gaseous oxygen.

1.6.1 Ps Production from Thin Film Transmission

it was found that positrons with keV energies, passing through a thin carbon film 

(50 Â) produce energetic Ps (in the range 10-500 eV) travelling in a forward direction
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Figure 1.22 The energy spectra of the forward going o-Ps emitted from a thin film, 
for different experim ental configurations (Mills and C rane, 1985).
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(Mills and Crane, 1985). The energy distribution of the emitted Ps was observed in two 

ways: the Doppler shift o f the p-Ps annihilation photons, the time-of-flight of the o-Ps. 

The Ps negative ion, Ps (Mills, 1981), was accelerated and was thus blue-shifted away 

from the 511 keV line. The time-of-flight measurements were achieved by using a 5 ns, 

pulsed positron beam (Mills, 1980) resulting in a large incident energy spread of 300- 

1550 eV. A collimating baffle was placed along the o-Ps flight path in order to reduce 

the expected effect of Ps reflected by the chamber walls into the detector, however no 

significant difference was observed with, or without, the baffle. In both experiments the 

positrons which traversed the thin film were reflected back into it and this multiple 

traversal would further broaden the resulting Ps energy spread. Figure 1.22 shows the 

results of this investigation with varying Ps energy. Due to the large energy spread of 

the resultant Ps beam this method of beam production is unsuitable for Ps-gas scattering 

experiments.

1.6.2 Ps Production from Surface Backscattering

The inelastic backscattering of positrons from a metal surface may produce
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Figure 1.23 The normalised fast Ps plus y-ray rate for Ps emitted from a 
surface via a glancing angle collision by a positron beam (Gidley et al, 1987).
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Figure 1.24 Ps fraction from surface backscattering with varying 
incident positron energy; inset contains model calculations based 

on electron backscattering coefficients (Howell et al, 1986).

energetic Ps emission in the range 10-100 eV (Gidley et al, 1987). In this study a well 

collimated (1 mm diameter) beam of 30-400 eV positrons was scattered, at a glancing 

angle, from the surface of Al(llO) and Cu(lOO), the latter surface was both clean and 

oxygen coated. Ps atoms were detected by a channel-electron-multiplier in coincidence 

with a y-ray detector (BOO). At a positron incidence angle of 6 ° a maximum Ps 

production efficiency of -5%  was found for positron energies of less than 150 eV. 

Figure 1.23 shows the neutral rate (normalised only to the projectile flux) for various 

incident positron angles. The Ps were found to be emitted around an angle of 30 ° with 

respect to the surface of the sample. As the figure clearly shows, at higher incidence 

angles the amount of Ps emitted decreases, which is consistent with an increasing 

positron implantation depth and therefore more positrons may thermalise before creating 

Ps. This phenomenon has also been observed from single crystals of Al(l 11), Cu(lOO), 

Ni(lOO) and Au(lOO) by Howell et al (1986), and from Pb (Howell et al, 1987).

The results of Howell et al (1986) were taken using a time-of-flight system which 

measured the velocity distribution of the Ps emitted within a 30° cone. The data, shown
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Figure 1.25 Ps* production efficiency from surface backscattering 
with varying incident positron energy (from Laricchia et a!̂  1993).

in figure 1,24, have been corrected for in-flight decay and relative detection efficiency. It 

was found that the Ps fraction decreased with increasing incident positron energy and 

was also dependent on the sample, to a smaller extent. This method of Ps production 

typically results in a Ps beam with a high energy tail.

The production of Ps* (n=2 Ps) from surface backscattering has also been 

observed (Steiger and Conti, 1992 and Day, 1993). The results of these studies are 

compiled in figure 1.25 and display a broad peak centred at around 70 eV incident 

positron energy. In comparison to the results of Howell et al (1986) suggests that the 

Ps*/Ps ratio is -10%, depending on experimental conditions (Laricchia et al, 1993).

1.6.3 Ps Production from Gaseous Targets

Energy tunable beams of o-Ps atoms with small energy spreads, suitable for use 

in atomic physics experiments, have been produced by neutralising a positron beam in a 

gas. The forward peaked nature of the differential Ps formation cross-section is 

exploited in this process and therefore the yield of Ps will depend upon the properties of 

the formation cross-section from the production gas. The energy distribution of the Ps is
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Figure 1.26 Annihilation spectra showing monoenergetic Ps formed in He (Brown, 1986).
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Figure 1.27 Initial measurements of the o-Ps yield, per 
scattered positron, from He and Ar (Laricchia et a/, 1987).

mainly due to the energy distribution of the positron beam. This was first observed by 

Brown (1985, 1986), who identified the Doppler shifted annihilation rays of p-Ps formed 

in He. Two annihilation spectra (for Ps energies of 55 eV and 35 eV) are shown in 

figure 1.26. Monoenergetic, tunable beams of o-Ps were first produced by Laricchia et 

al (1986, 1987) from charge exchange collisions with He and Ar and detected via a time- 

of-flight system (Laricchia et al, 1988). The results of this study are displayed in figure 

1.27, where it can be seen that up to 6% and 2% of positrons scattered from He and Ar, 

respectively, form Ps within a 8° cone. These results have been improved upon and 

expanded to include Ps formation from H2 (Garner and Laricchia, 1996, Gamer et al, 

1996) and are presented in chapter 3 of this work.

The time-of-flight technique employed in the study of Zafar et al (1991) and 

Laricchia et al (1992) was used to investigate the energy distribution of the Ps beam 

produced from He. The resultant distribution is shown in figure 1.28. The second, 

smaller peak, at ~30 eV, indicates the presence of Ps* (separated by 5.1 eV fi-om the 

ground state o-Ps). The yield of Ps* was also investigated for positron scattering from 

He and Ar at intermediate energies. From the results of this study, shown in figure 1.29, 

it can be seen that the Ps yield from Ar is approximately three times that of He, per
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Figure 1.28 Energy distribution of Ps formed in He by 53 eV positrons (Laricchia et al, 1992).

incident positron and steradian. This factor is much larger (~ four) when comparing the 

Ps* yield from each gas.

The angular distribution of Ps formed in H2 has been investigated for incident 

positron energies of 50, 80 and 100 eV (Tang and Surko, 1993). The results, shown in 

figure 1.30, have been found to be in good agreement with the first Born approximations 

of Biswas et al (1991), also shown. These results suggest that H2 possesses a similar 

positron to Ps beam conversion efficiency at these energies.

This method of Ps beam production has been utilised in observations of specular 

reflection of Ps from LiF crystal (Roellig et al, 1987 and Weber et al, 1988) and has been 

employed to measure Ps-gas scattering total cross-sections (Zafar et al, 1996, Garner 

and Laricchia, 1996, Garner et al, 1996 and chapter 5 of this work). Table 1.3 

summarises the advances made in Ps beam development.
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Production Method Observation Reference

50 Â thick C film 

transmission

10-500 eV Ps 

Efficiency ~ 5x10'^ x detector solid angle

Mills and Crane, 1985

Positron-Helium scattering Some evidence for mono-energetic forward 

going p-Ps

Brown, 1986

Positron-Ar scattering Evidence for forward going o-Ps 

Efficiency ~ 26% of all Ps within 7° cone

Laricchia e /a / , 1986

Positron-Al(l 11), Cu(100), 

Ni(lOO), Au(lOO) 

backscattering

Energetic Ps measured via time-of-flight 

technique

Howell et al, 1986

Positron-Ar, He scattering 4% of scattered positrons detected as o-Ps 

within 6° cone

Laricchia et <3/, 1987

Positron-He, Ar and H; 

scattering

H2 found to be ~3 times more efficient than 

Ar or He for Eps<60 eV

Garner and Laricchia, 

1996, Gamer et al, 1996

Table 1.3 A list of the advances in the development of Ps beams.

1.7 IVIirtivaliian far the Present Work

The previous sections have attempted to provide a general background to the 

work presented in this thesis. This concerns an investigation into Ps beam production 

and the utilisation of the Ps beam to measure Ps-gas total cross-sections. Detailed 

measurements were made for Ps beam production from He, Ar and H] with respect to 

the production gas pressure and the Ps energy. These measurements are reported in 

chapter 3 and have resulted in the identification of H2 as the most efiBcient positron to Ps 

beam converter at Ps energies up to 90 eV, above which Ar was found to be better.

Ps scattering is a new area in atomic collision physics and the recent experimental 

results in this area have started to attract significant theoretical interest. This work is 

expected to benefit a number of other areas of physics, for example: plasma diagnostics 

(Surko et al, 1986), Ps diffraction from surfaces (Weber et al, 1988), Ps formation and 

break-up cycles in various media (Westbrook et al, 1989, Al-Ramadhan and Gidley, 

1994). The measurements presented in this thesis represent a first step towards a more 

complete understanding of the atomic and molecular interactions of Ps.
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Equipment: and Experimental 

Technique

2.1 Overview

In this chapter, the methods employed for producing the positron beam and for 

its conversion into a quasi-monoenergetic Ps beam are discussed. The apparatus, shown 

in figure 2.1, employed to achieve this, to study its characteristics and measure total 

cross-sections for Ps scattering from various atoms and molecules, is also described.

4 -

Figure 2.1 The positronium beam at UCL.
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Positron Beam Production Experimentation
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 ► Arrangement for the y-ray Detection Coincidence System

Figure 2.2 A schematic diagram of the modular configuration of the apparatus used in this work.

Figure 2.2 shows a modular representation of the apparatus, part of which has 

been described by Zafar et al (1992). The system can be divided into two main sections: 

the first provides a quasi-monoenergetie positron beam, whilst the second comprises the 

interaction region and detection systems. A diagram of the apparatus is shown in figure 

2.3.

A commercially available radioisotope of sodium (^^Na) was used as the source 

of particles. These were thermalised using conventional tungsten (W) meshes, as 

described in § 1.4, before being accelerated to produce a quasi-monoenergetic beam of 

positrons. Eleven equally spaced Helmholtz coils, discussed in § 2.3.1, were used to 

confine the positron beam, which was passed through a Wien filter and collimator before 

entering the experimentation region. In this way, a line-of-sight between the source and 

the detectors at the end of the flight path was avoided. When required, a pneumatic 

valve situated just before the collimator served to isolate the two sections of the 

apparatus.

Time-of-flight measurements were achieved via a ‘tagging’ or timing device, 

incorporating a re-moderation stage and described fully in § 2.4, which could be inserted 

into the beam path (Laricchia el al 1988, Zafar et al 1991, 1994). A channel-electron- 

multiplier-array (CEMA2) particle detector at the end of the flight path served to detect 

either positrons or Ps. A coincidence circuit utilising these two detectors enabled an 

analysis of the energy spread of both positron and Ps beams and, to some extent, to 

identify the quantum states of the Ps atoms. Following the tagger chamber were a pair of 

gas cells with a retarding arrangement placed between them. The first gas cell was used
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to neutralise the positrons, via charge-exchange collisions, and produce the Ps beam. 

The retarding arrangement between the gas cells was used to prevent the residual 

positrons from entering the second cell containing the target gas under investigation. In 

order to achieve a higher signal-to-background ratio an alternative coincidence circuit 

was set up between CEMA2 and a y-detector, triggered by a photon produced by a 

positron annihilating at the CEMA. Two different y-detectors were employed in this 

work. The first utilised a Nal crystal in conjunction with a photomultiplier fixed above 

the charged particle detector, and the second detector comprised a Csl crystal linked to a 

photodiode and mounted with the charged particle detector on a linear manipulator.

Each component of the experimental apparatus will be described in detail in the 

following sections.

S.B Pasitran Beam Praductian

2.2.1 Source

The radioisotope used as the source of p^s was ^^Na, which has a half-life of 2.6 

years. The decay scheme, whereby ^^Na decays to ^^Ne, has been presented in § 1.3. 

The source was purchased from Amersham International pic and had an initial activity of 

1.53 GBq, decaying to 0.74 GBq during the course of this study. The source capsule 

measured 10 mm in diameter by 2.5 mm thick and was mounted at the end of the arm of 

manipulator A, shown in figure 2.4. The manipulator arm, situated inside a chamber of 

diameter 28 mm, provided accurate positioning of the source with respect to the 

moderator and withdrawal into the Pb shielding when handling the moderator 

arrangement. The shielding consisted of interlocking Pb blocks forming a radial layer 

approximately 200 mm thick and is illustrated in figure 2.5. Further Pb blocks were 

installed along length of the beam line where required.
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Figure 2.4 The source and W mesh moderator assembly.

2.2.2 Moderator

An arrangement of four overlapping, annealed W meshes (90% transmission) 

were used to moderate the P" particles emerging from the source. The moderation 

process has been discussed in detail in § 1.4. The set of meshes were held within a ring 

of inner diameter 8 mm, and mounted within a holder from the arm of manipulator B, 

perpendicular to that of the source. Also mounted in the holder was a disc supporting an 

earthed W mesh as shown in figure 2.4. The energy, Eg-, of the primary positron beam 

could be set by applying the appropriate voltage, Vmi, to the moderator with respect to 

the earthed grid, so that:-

Eê =eVMi + \(j)w\ 2.1
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where e is the elementary eharge (1.6 xlO '*̂ C) and (pw is the positron work function of 

the moderator, a negative quantity for tungsten. As shown in figure 2.4, the moderator 

assembly also contains an electrical terminal, in the form of a ‘brush’, which comes into 

contact with the source when properly positioned. A positive potential, relative to that 

of the moderator, was applied to the source in order to reflect through the moderator 

those moderated positrons which had been emitted travelling towards the source.

Tungsten is widely used as a moderation material because of its ruggedness and 

relatively high moderation efficiency (having a long positron diffusion length and a high 

density and therefore shorter implantation depth). Annealing increases the moderation 

efficiency of the material by decreasing structural defects which act as positron traps, as 

discussed in § 1.4. The annealing process was carried out in a separate apparatus. This 

consisted of an evacuated chamber housing an oven, shown in figure 2.6, constructed 

from two pieces of W foil through which a current was passed. The base pressure within 

the chamber, monitored with a Pirani gauge, was not allowed to rise above lO ' mbar 

during the heating process. The temperature of the foils was raised several times for 

periods of a few seconds up to 2000 °C, as measured with a pyrometer. After annealing, 

the meshes were transported in air and quickly installed in the moderator assembly. This 

was then re-attaehed to the arm of manipulator B and appropriately positioned inside the 

chamber. The source was subsequently positioned so that it made contact with the 

‘brush’ on the moderator assembly. The solid angle subtended by the source to the 

moderator was maximised by minimising the distance between the source and moderator, 

whilst retaining electrical isolation between the two.

\
Shielding

Figure 2.5 The lead shielding and relative 
orientation of the linear manipulators.

Figure 2.6 The moderator annealing oven.
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B.3 Positron Beam Transport & Environment

2.3.1 Magnetic Guidance

The positron beam was magnetically guided along the entire beam path by eleven 

equally spaced Helmholtz coils of outer diameter 700 mm, one of which is shown in 

figure 2.7. The coils could be rotated about both the y- and z-axes and moved along the 

beam line (the x-axis), in order to achieve optimal beam transport. The coils, which were 

all water cooled, provided magnetic fields of between 15 to 100 Gauss. The field 

strength varied along the beam line from the moderator with a typical distribution as 

shown in figure 2.8.

Charged particles emitted at some angle, a , to the jc-axis, Ifom the moderator, 

will follow a spiral path along the axis of the guiding magnetic field. The radius, r, of the 

spiral is inversely proportional to the magnetic field strength, B, applied, via:-

mv 2.2
eB

The pitch angle, a , of the particle is defined as the angle between the longitudinal 

direction and the emission vector. As the particle moves from one field region to another 

the pitch angle will change in accordance with:-

B\ _ sin^ «1 2 3
Bi sin^ (72

When the time-of-flight system was employed the highest field was situated

Figure 2.7 One of the Helmholtz coils used to 
provide an axial magnetic field.

Cells50 -
CEMA2

Swffceoc

5 6 7 8 9 10 112 3 4

Coil number

Figure 2.8 Variation of magnetic field strength 
for the time-of-flight arrangement, indicating 

the location of the components.
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around the tagger to focus the primary positron beam upon the remoderator. This also 

served to achieve a degree of parallélisation of the remoderated beam in the interaction 

region via the drop in the field strength after the tagger (Kruit and Read, 1983).

2.3.2 Wien Filter, Pneumatic Valve and Aperture

F -E X B

In order to remove the 

majority of fast charged particles and 

y-rays from the line of sight of the 

detectors a Wien filter was employed 

to deflect the slow primary ê  beam.

The filter consisted of a pair of curved 

plates, which act as velocity selectors, 

see figure 2.9. Following Hutchins c/ 

al (1986), these plates were curved 

and flared at the ends to minimise the

fringing effects on the electric field and to preserve the shape of the beam spot cross- 

section after deflection. The voltage on these plates was adjusted manually for each 

energy. The beam then passed through a pneumatic valve, used to isolate the two main 

sections of the apparatus, before traversing a dagged aluminium collimator of length 80 

mm, with an 8 mm diameter.

Figure 2.9 The Wien filter.

2.3.3 Vacuum System

Figure 2.10 gives an overview of the layout of the various components together 

with the positions and types of oil-based diffusion pumps which were used. Each of the 

diffusion pumps (containing Santovac-5 oil) had a cold water baffle and was backed by a 

Varian SD-300 rotary pump, except for the pumps in the interaction region, which were 

backed jointly by a single Edwards ED-660 pump. Between each diffusion pump and its 

backing pump a Pirani gauge was used to measure the backing pressure. Magnetic 

baffles and manually operated isolating taps were also present between the diffusion and
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backing pumps. Figure 2.10 also shows the position of the ion gauges used to determine 

the base pressure in each section of the beam. The base pressure of the production 

section of the system was typically 3x10'^ torr. This pressure did not rise when gas was 

introduced into the experimentation chambers because of the low gas conductance 

between the two systems. The base pressure in the experimentation section of the 

system was 5x10'  ̂torr, rising to a maximum of -1x10'^ torr when gas was introduced 

into the system. The backing pressure rose from 2 to 3x10'^ torr, to a maximum of 

4x10'^ torr under gas load.

2.3.4 System Protection Devices

A number of protection devices for the system were operational during the 

course of the experiments, since loss of power or overheating could cause significant 

damage to the equipment. To prevent the Helmholtz coils or difhision pumps from 

overheating they were water-cooled, using six series water circuits, four for the coils and 

two for the pumps. A trip meter (flowtrol) was placed in each circuit, relying on the 

pressure of the flowing water to maintain a closed circuit. If this connection broke, due 

to loss of water pressure, leakage or blockage, the trips would be activated, shutting 

down the coil power supplies, diffusion pumps and voltages for that section of the beam 

as well as activating the magnetic bafiQes between the diffusion pumps and the backing 

pumps.

Protection devices based upon the pressure in the backing lines were also present. 

If there was a pump failure, a leak in the vacuum chamber or an uncontrolled influx of 

gas the backing pressure would rise. The safety level was set at 6x10'^ torr, at which 

point the protection devices would carry out the same procedures as mentioned above, 

except that the coils would remain active. The pneumatic valve would also close, so that 

the leak would be contained in only one half of the apparatus.
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B.4 The Beam Tagger ICEMAI]

Aperture
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Channel
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Screen

Screen
4.05kV

Front
500V

Figure 2.11 The tagger, including typical operating voltages.

Time-of-flight spectra of the positrons and Ps were obtained by a remoderation 

technique (Laricchia el al 1988) employing a so-called ‘tagger’. The arrangement used 

in the present work is shown in figure 2.11. Secondary electrons produced when the 

positron beam strikes the W mesh/remoderator were detected by a Channel-Electron- 

Multiplier-Array (CEMAI). The electrons were extracted from the beam line by a 

suitable electric field established between the remoderator and the front of CEMAI. 

This array consists of a pair of impedance matched micro-channel plates (manufactured 

by Philips Photonics) comprising two discs made of tightly packed glass tubes, with 25 

pm internal diameter, see figure 2.12. A particle incident upon these channel plates may 

cause the release of secondary electrons which are accelerated through the channel plates
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Figure 2.12 A microchannel plate.

via a potential diflference placed across 

them. The tubes within the plates were 

at an angle of 51° to the surface. The 

accelerated electrons collide with the 

walls of the tube releasing more 

secondary electrons, eventually 

resulting in an avalanche effect. The 

two discs were aligned so that the 

tubes form a chevron, preventing the 

electron from traversing the channel

plates without impacting on the walls. This arrangement also serves to reduce ionic 

feedback (where ions, created at the output of the plates, travel back through the 

channels, initiating spurious avalanches). At the end of the micro-channel plates another, 

smaller, potential difference draws the electrons onto a collector consisting of a brass 

disc (the ‘screen’). Typical potentials are shown in figure 2.11. The pulse obtained from 

the screen was fed directly into the external electronics discussed in § 2.8. The tagger 

was mounted on a manipulator arm allowing movement across the beam line and rotation 

around the vertical axis. This allowed the tagger to be accurately positioned, and 

adjusted for optimal performance. The positron beam passed through a central hole in 

the tagger, which was held at a suitable potential to try and focus, in conjunction with an 

increased B field, the positron beam onto the remoderator. The remoderator consisted 

of four annealed W meshes and, like the moderator, it was held at the required potential, 

with respect to an earthed grid, in order to set the positron energy. The whole assembly 

was encased in a grounded, wire mesh screen in order to remove any stray electric fields.

Following Laricchia et al (1987), when the tagger was in use the primary 

positron beam energy was set to approximately 300 eV at the moderator. This energy 

was chosen partly because (i) any contribution to the Ps beam from the transmitted 

portion of the primary beam would be negligible (since the Ps formation cross-section at 

that energy is relatively low), (ii) the implantation depth was sufficiently long to reduce 

epithermal emission and (iii) short enough to produce a reasonably high remoderation 

efficiency. In this way the tagger was used to provide a signal related in time to the re

emission of a positron from the remoderator.
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B.5 Gas Ceils and Gas Flow
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Figure 2.13 (a) Illustration of the cradle holding the gas cells.
(b) Schematic diagram of the gas cells used for Ps production from e^+Ar and Ps Ar scattering.

Dimensions in mm.

Two separate differentially pumped gas cells were used in this experiment. The 

first gas cell was employed as a Ps production cell, whilst the second cell was the Ps 

scattering cell. Both gas cells, shown in figure 2.13, were made from Al cylinders with 

brass apertures at each end. Two tubes are positioned on either side of the cells, one 

serves as a gas inlet, whilst the other was linked to an external capacitance manometer, 

or baratron (Chell MK7893, with a range of up to 1 torr). The gas inlets were attached 

to external gas cylinders with intermediate needle valves in order to accurately control 

the gas flow into the cells. Capacitance manometers were used to measure the pressure 

at the centre of each gas ceil. The cells were mounted on a cradle, as shown in figure 

2.13, which was mounted from the upper flange of the experimentation chamber. The
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Figure 2.14 A schematic diagram of the modified gas cells used for the He and Hz studies, all
measurements in mm.

dimensions shown in figure 2.13 are the dimensions of the initial gas cells, employed 

during the Ar study. It was later necessary to reduce the gas conductance of the 

apertures of both cells when using helium and molecular hydrogen gases. The 

dimensions of the revised gas cells are shown in figure 2.14. In order to reduce the gas 

conductance, the apertures of the production cell were reduced by half, however the 

apertures of the target gas cell were lengthened, by 60%, in order to avoid excessive 

reduction of the Ps beam intensity.

Also shown in figure 2.13 is the retarder arrangement used to prevent the 

remoderated positrons from entering the second gas cell, when the Ps beam was under 

observation. This arrangement comprises three 90% transmission grids, the inner grid, 

CRI, providing the retarding potential with the outer two grounded, thereby shielding 

the interaction region fi’om any stray electric fields. Additional screening was provided 

by an earthed wire mesh, as shown in figure 2.13.

2.6 End-af-Flight: Detecrtor ICEIVIA2]

A second channel-electron-multiplier-array (CEMA2) was placed after the gas 

cells in order to detect either positrons or Ps at the end of their flight path. The signal 

from this detector could be placed in coincidence with either the tagger or one of the y- 

ray detectors, which will be described in § 2.7. A retarding assembly was placed before 

CEMA2, as shown in figure 2.15. The first retarder, Rl, served to repel some of the
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residual high energy particles, by applying a suitable potential as indicated in the figure 

2.15. The second retarder, R2, screened this potential from the third, and final, retarder, 

R3, which was given a potential of approximately -350V. The purpose of this negative 

potential was to return any secondary electrons liberated from the closed area of the 

channel plates back towards the detector, thus increasing its detection efficiency. 

Additionally this retarder repelled any electrons liberated from other parts of the system. 

An earthed wire mesh surrounding the potentials is shown in figure 2.15 and was used to 

eliminate any stray electric fields. The entire assembly was mounted on a manipulator 

arm so that the length of the flight path of the beam could be altered. The pulse provided 

by the electron avalanche upon the screen was sent to the external electronics, described 

in § 2.8.

Retarders 

500V -350V

Earthed
Screen Channel ! 

Plates I

Movement along
e* / o-Ps

Beam Axis

R2
550V -200V  3.5kV Screen

4kV

Figure 2.15 The end-of-flight detector, CEMA2.
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B.7 y-Ray Detectors

The time-of-flight detection system described in § 2.8.1 was used to provide 

information on the energy of the positron and Ps beams (Laricchia et al, 1987, 1988), the 

quantum state of the Ps atoms (Zafar et al, 1991, Laricchia et al, 1992) and, by an 

attenuation method, total cross-section measurements (Zafar et al, 1996). After 

characterisation of the Ps beam, following Laricchia et al (1987), an alternative 

coincidence system was employed (Garner and Laricchia, 1996, Garner et al, 1996) 

between a y-ray detector and the end-of-flight detector. The required coincidence being 

between a positron detected at CEMA2 and one of its annihilation photons triggering the 

y-ray detector. This system had the advantage of utilising the whole of the primary 

positron beam, thus enhancing the actual counting efficiency by a factor of approximately 

six. Two y-ray detectors were employed: the first (a Nal crystal coupled with a 

photomultiplier) was external to the vacuum chamber and in a fixed position, the second 

(a Csl crystal and photodiode) was placed immediately behind CEMA2, on the 

manipulator, internally to the chamber and subtending a fixed solid angle relative to 

CEMA2.

2.7.1 Nal Photomultiplier

A Nal crystal scintillator (approximately 150 mm in diameter and of 80 mm

Nal
Civstal

Nal Crystal

CEMA2
Positrons / o-Ps :

CEMA2

Figure 2.16 The Nal photomultip!ier/CEMA2 arrangement.
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width) coupled to a photomultiplier (PM) tube (type Teledyne Isotopes B3032) with a 

potential difference of -2.3 kV placed across it, was employed in conjunction with the 

CEMA2. The Nal/PM was situated above the detection chamber in an external flange- 

well and possessed a light pipe of length ~1 m to enable the photomultiplier to be placed 

as far outside the magnetic filed as possible, as shown in figure 2.16. The CEMA2 was 

positioned as close as possible to the Nal crystal in order to maximise the solid angle 

subtended by the crystal (approximately 1.78 sr). The CEMA2 assembly was rendered 

immobile by this requirement. The full use of the primary positron beam was partially 

offset by the increase in the Ps flight path, which reduced the Ps yield by a factor of 

three. However, the angular resolution of the system was significantly improved to give 

a solid detection angle of 2.15 msr (corresponding to a beam angle of ±1.6°) for the 

scattering cell, to reduce the effect of forward scattering, as discussed in § 4.3.2.

In this configuration the front of the channel plates in the CEMA2 were 560 mm 

from the centre of the Ps production cell, subtending a solid angle of 1.3 msr (equivalent 

to a beam angle of ±1.3°).

2.7.2 Csl Photodiode

A Csl crystal scintillator, 40 mm thick with a diameter of 40 mm, coupled to a 

photodiode (PD) was used in coincidence with the CEMA2. The CsI/PD was purchased 

from eV Products (Model No. eV-251-03) as a single unit encapsulating the Csl crystal, 

the photodiode and a pre-amplifier. The CsI/PD was chosen to replace the Nal/PM for

—

Positrons / o-Ps ; 1
1

— . =

CEMA2

Mov ement along

Beam Axis

Figure 2.17 The Csl photodiode/CEMA2 arrangement.
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several reasons. The photodiode is not susceptible to magnetic fields, unlike the PM, 

and due to its small size, it can be easily situated within the vacuum system. A revised 

channel plate mounting assembly was designed and constructed to maximise the solid 

angle subtended by the Csl crystal. This enabled the Csl crystal to be placed 10 mm 

from the front of the channel plates in CEMA2, as shown in figure 2.17, increasing the 

solid angle to 2.47 sr. A transport frame was installed in the vacuum chamber to support 

both the new CEMA2 and CsI/PD arrangement, which could be moved along the beam 

axis to allow the Ps flight path to be altered.

2.8 Oetectmon Systems

2.8.1 The Time-of-Flight Detection System

The time-of-flight system employed the tagger, as detailed in § 2.4, and CEMA2 

to provide, respectively, a stop and start signal for timing - giving rise to an inverted

CRMA2

Pre-Amplifier 
xlO

PC-Based Multi-Channel 
Analyser

CEMA

Pre-Amplifier

Ortec 584 
Constant 
Fraction 

Discriminator

Ortec 584 
Constant

Start Ortec 437A 
Time To

Stop
Delay

Fraction Pulse Height 250ns
Discriminator Converter

Figure 2.18 A schematic diagram of the time-of-flight electronics.
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time-of-flight method. In order to achieve this inversion the signal pulse from the tagger 

was delayed and used as a stop signal. This was appropriate due to the larger number of 

counts registered at the tagger, approximately eight times more than at CEMA2. The 

pulses, typically 9 mV, from both sets of channel plates were obtained from the screen 

via a capacitor, terminated by a 3.5 kQ resistor. The pulses were then passed through 

fast (xlO) pre-amplifiers, as shown in figure 2.18, before entering Constant Fraction 

Discriminators (CFD) which were set to reject any noise present on the line. The signal 

from the tagger was then put through a 250 ns delay, before both signals were input into 

a Time to Amplitude Converter (TAC). The TAC output was fed into a PC-based 

Ortec Multi-Channel Analyser (MCA). Ratemeters and scalars were also present for 

each input to the TAC and were gated using a portable Norland MCA (Ino-Tech 5300).

Examples of typical time-of-flight spectra for incident positrons, incident Ps, 

attenuated Ps (in Ar) and background are shown in figure 2.19. Spectrum (a) was taken 

using a 39 eV positron beam with a time per channel of 0.49 ns and a positron fiight 

length of 740 mm. Spectrum (b) utilises this positron beam to create a Ps beam of 

energy 30 eV via neutralisation in cell 1, containing Ar, at 7 pmHg. In addition to the 

positron and Ps peaks a number of features are present in both spectra. A time=zero 

peak can be seen in the Ps beam spectrum due to the annihilation y-rays (Laricchia et al, 

1987) from the same event being emitted so that they trigger both channel plates almost 

instantaneously. This annihilation peak is drowned out in the positron run due to the 

higher background and the lower y-ray detection efficiency (0.1-1% in comparison to 50- 

80% for charged particles) of the channel plates. Peak A is present in all spectra and 

corresponds to positrons which have been tagged and annihilate upon either of the gas 

cells or the retarder array between them. The peak is larger in the positron spectrum 

because the retarder between the gas cells, CRI, is grounded and the positron beam 

traverses the entire gas cell arrangement, as opposed to the Ps case, where almost all of 

the positron beam is reflected at CRI. There were also contributions to this peak from 

the primary beam, which is not retarded until it reaches CEMA2. Peak B is present only 

in the positron spectrum and corresponds to a positron liberating an electron from R3, 

which is subsequently detected by CEMAl, the electron being accelerated, by the 

potential difference between R3 and R2, back along the beam line. This results in a peak
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Figure 2.19 Typical time-of-flight spectra for the (a) positron beam, (b) incident Ps beam,
(e) attenuated Ps beam and (d) background, see text for details.
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at a negative time since CEMA2 is activated before CEMAl. This peak is not visible 

when the Ps beam is being monitored, because it would be too small in comparison to the 

background (since it is less than 15% of the positron peak). The background spectrum 

(d) taken with no gas present in either cell and the retarders on, shows peak A and the 

time=zero peak.

The correspondence of the peaks with the process discussed above has been 

verified by calculating the time of flight expected for that process and comparing it with 

the measured time of flight. It should also be noted that the positron and Ps peak are 

separated by the expected number of channels. The random, uniform background seen in 

all the spectra is caused by random coincidences between the two detectors.

The time-of-flight spectra can be converted to an energy scale by dividing the 

spectra into bins corresponding to a given energy, and summing the counts within each 

energy bin. Figure 2.20 shows an expanded version of the Ps peak, figure 2.19, using Al

as the Ps production gas, plotted versus Ps energy. Also shown in figure 2.20 is the Ps

Positronium energy (eV) for the data of this work 
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2  12 -

ioU

e, Laricchia et al, 
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to Laricchia et al, 1992 
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to Laricchia e /a /, 1992
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Positronium energy (eV) for Laricchia et al, 1992

Figure 2.20 An energy profile of a 30 eV Ps beam, summed in bins of width 1 eV 
in eomparison to the spectrum of Laricchia et al (1992) of a 35 eV Ps beam.
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peak produced using H2 as the production gas. It can be seen, from the comparison with 

the energy distribution obtained by Laricchia et al (1992) and discussed in § 1.6.3, that 

no significant, excited state Ps peak is present in the system used for this work.

2.8.2 The CEMA2/NaI Scintillator Coincidence Detection System

This detection system utilised CEMA2 and a Nal scintillator, coupled to a PM 

tube, replacing the tagger (which was raised out of the beam line). As in the time-of- 

flight system, CEMA2 provided the start signal and the Nal/PM signal was used as the 

stop signal, as shown in figure 2.21. The electronic processing of the signal from 

CEMA2 remained the same as that described in § 2.8.1. The pulse from the Nal/PM 

was fed into a Timing Filter Amplifier (Ortec 474) before passing through a 463 CFD. 

The signal from this was delayed by about 200 ns and input to a TAC, which was in turn 

connected to a PC-based MCA.

CEMA2

Pre-Amplifier
xlO

PC-Based Multi-Channel 
Analyser

:
Nal Crystal & 

Photomultiplier

Ortec 474 
Timing Filter 

Amplifier

Ortec 463 
Constant 
Fraction 

Discriminator

I
Ortec 584 Start Ortec 437A Stop
Constant k. _ Time To Delay
Fraction Pulse Height 200.4ns

Discriminator Converter

Figure 2.21 A schematic diagram of the NaI/CEMA2 electronics.
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Figure 2.22 Typical NaI/CEMA2 spectra for the (a) positron beam, (b) incident Ps beam, (c)

attenuated Ps beam and (d) background, see text for details.
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The resultant spectra for the positron, Ps, attenuated Ps (in He) and background 

(with gas present in neither cell) runs are shown in figure 2.22. The positron beam 

spectrum shown, (a), was taken with a 84 eV beam energy and was used to produce the 

~75 eV Ps beam, by neutralisation in 10 pmHg of H2 . Due to the nature of this detection 

system the position and intrinsic width of the peak is a function of the time taken for the 

secondary electrons to traverse the channel plates and the delays introduced by the 

electronics. This should give rise to only one peak, however, as shown in the Ps 

spectrum, figure 2.22, there is a sharp peak (c) before the ‘true’ peak (corresponding to 

particles impacting upon the plates). The origin of the peak is unknown, however, it is 

also present in the background spectrum, and is removed fi’om the Ps runs when the 

background is subtracted. The uniform background is caused by the random 

coincidences as in the time-of-flight system. Shown in red in figure 2.22 is the range of 

channels over which the individual runs are summed.

Since there is no way of distinguishing between different states of Ps atoms, as 

opposed to the time-of-flight case, this detection system was put into practice only afier 

the presence of a significant excited state Ps component of the beam was ruled out. The 

evidence for this has been shown in the preceding section and is discussed in more detail 

in §4.4.1.

2.8.3 The CEMA2/CsI Scintillator Coincidence Detection System

The CEMA2/CsI detection system, shown in figure 2.23, is very similar to the 

CEMA2/NaI system discussed in the previous section. In this case the Nal/PM detector 

was replaced by a Csl crystal scintillator coupled to a PhotoDiode (PD), for reasons 

which have been discussed in § 2.7.2. The signal fi*om the PD was amplified by a pre

amp within the CsI/PD detector before entering an Ortec 570 amplifier. The signal was 

then passed to an Ortec 474 Timing Filter Amplifier, where the timing pulse was 

inverted, so that it could be input to an Ortec 463 CFD. Finally, the signal was fed into 

the TAC and the output of the TAC connected to a PC-based MCA.

Figure 2.24 gives examples of the spectra obtained for positron, Ps, attenuated Ps 

(in Ar) and background runs. The first spectrum was obtained with a 49 eV positron 

beam. This beam was used to create the 40 eV Ps spectrum, via 10 pmHg of H2 in the
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Figure 2.23 A schematic diagram of the CsI/CEMA2 electronics.

Ps production cell.

I he features of the various spectra are similar to the respective cases for the 

NaI/CEMA2 detection system. The portion of the spectrum, shown in red, containing 

the second, Ps, peak was used for all measurements. In all other respects the comments 

made in § 2.8.2 are equally valid for this system.
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Figure 2.24 Examples of typieal CsI/CEMA2 speetra for the (a) positron beam, (b) ineident Ps
beam, (e) attenuated Ps beam and (d) baekground, see text for details.
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2.9 A Comparison of the Characteristics of the Detection Systems

Table 2.1 lists a variety of experimental parameters for each detection system, 

along with their associated beam conditions whilst in use.

The definitions for several of the parameters are as follows:-

f b  remod)

(e cEMA2--ê remod) /  transmission co-efficient

where ê remod = Number of remoderated positrons.

CEMA2 = Number of positrons detected at CEMA2 with the tagger in place. 

transmission co-efficient = attenuation of the beam due to retarding grids (-0.6).

N mca
'Coinc~~£coinc  2.5

N cema2

where N m c a  = Number of particles registered on the MCA. 

N c e m a 2 = Number of particles detected at CEMA2.
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Parameters CEMAl-

CEMA2

N al-

CEMA2

C sl-

CEMA2

Average activity of Na^  ̂(mCi) 60 30 20

Average primary positrons (e  ̂s'*) 4x10^ 10" 8x10^

Remoderated positrons (e  ̂s'*) 6x10^ N/A N/A

Counted positrons (e  ̂ s'*) at the 

end of the flight path

1.8 xlO^ 800 500

STimed (o ) (30 ±1.5)% N/A N/A

Sremod (10 ±0.3)% N/A N/A

£coinc  %(e ) (3 ± 0.2) % (10 ±0.1)% (9 ±0.1)%

Scoinc ^^(Ps) (37 ± 3.5) % (14 ±0.4)%

Intrinsic At (ns) 10 N/A N/A

AE/E(e^)% (at 30eV) 7 N/A N/A

Signal/background (e )̂ 7 4x10" 2x10"

Signal/background (Ps) 1.6 2.6 2.3

Max AQ (10'^) of CEMA2 38 2 26

Max o-Ps count-rate (ks *) 17 47 41

Typical data collection times (ks) 4,50 15,50 15,50

o-Ps flight path (mm) 200-300 200-560 200-560

Pressure in cell 1 (pmHg) 7 (Ar), 10 (Hz) 10 (Hz) 10 (Hz)

Pressure in cell 2 (pmHg) 1-5 1-7 1-5

Ratio of B fields at source/cells 1.8 1.2 1.2

Table 2.1 Beam specifications for the various detection systems.
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Ps Beam Praductian 

Efficiency

3.1 Overview

Previous investigations into the production of an energy tuneable beam of Ps 

atoms by Laricchia et al (1987) and Zafar et al (1991) studied the Ps beam obtained 

from positron-Ar and He interactions via charge exchange. It was concluded that, whilst 

a larger fraction of the Ps produced from He was forward collimated, the higher Ps 

formation cross-section for Ar rendered the latter a better gas in practice for positron-to- 

Ps-beam conversion.

In this chapter, the results of further studies into the Ps beam production 

efficiency from gaseous targets (so-called converters) are presented. This efficiency was 

investigated for H2 and compared to He and Ar at a fixed positron energy. H2 was found 

to be the most efficient converter by more than twice Ar. A more detailed investigation 

was performed both as a function of varying gas pressure and Ps energies for all three 

targets. H2 was found to be the most efficient converter across a wide range of pressures 

and energies up to ~90 eV. Above this energy Ar was found to be the best.

3.B Preliminary Study

3.2.1 Introduction

A preliminary study of the efficiency with which a positron beam is converted to 

a Ps beam was performed using the time-of-flight (ToF) detection system, described in § 

2.8.1. The first gas cell was used to contain the production gas. No gas was admitted to
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the second cell during these measurements. The conductance of the original cell 1 was 

found to be too high to allow the containment of sufiScient amounts of H2 and He for 

more efficient conversion. Therefore cell 1 was modified by reducing the diameter of the 

apertures from 8 mm to 4 mm, as discussed in § 2.5. The centre of cell 1 was 210 mm 

from the front of the channel plates, subtending a solid angle of 2.66 xlO’̂  sr 

(corresponding to a beam angular divergence of ±1.67 °).

3.2.2 Experimental Procedures

In this study, the re-moderated positron beam energy was fixed at 39 eV. This 

produced Ps atoms with energies of 30.4, 21.2 and 30 eV for H2 , He and Ar, 

respectively. The positron beam intensity was monitored for 100 s, giving a typical 

count-rate of approximately 250 timed e V \ The retarder between the gas cells was then 

activated by applying a potential of 50 V to prevent the slow positrons from reaching the 

second cell. The retarding arrangement at CEMA2 was also activated by applying 

potentials of above 300V, see figure 2.14. Under these conditions the amount of Ps 

created in cell 1 was monitored by the ToF (see § 2.8.1).

The average measuring time for the Ps beam was approximately 10 ks, during 

which time the average pressure was recorded by a voltmeter linked to a capacitance 

manometer. A range of pressures, up to 24 pmHg, was employed for each production 

gas under investigation. A maximum pressure of only 16 pmHg was reached for H2 , 

since the conductance was such that, even with the modified cell, the pressure in the 

system became too high above this value.

The resultant ToF spectra recorded on the MCA was analysed by summing all the 

counts within a given area containing the Ps or positron peak. A fiat portion of the 

spectra, an example of which is shown in figure 2.19, was then summed to give a value 

for the background, which was subsequently removed from the Ps/positron peak.
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3.2.3 Data Analysis

The Ps beam production efiSciency, sps, is defined as the number of Ps atoms per 

incident positron per steradian. More precisely,

e

where Nps is the net Ps count-rate, Ne+ corresponds to the net positron count-rate and Q 

is the solid angle. Statistical errors on the count-rates and background measurements for 

both Nps and Ne+ were taken into account and these were usually of the order of -4%. 

The factor, D, in equation 3.1 corrects for the number of Ps atoms decaying before 

reaching the detector, namely.

D = exp = ex
y E(eV)

3.2

where r  is the o-Ps lifetime, me is the positron rest mass, e is the elementary charge, L is 

the flight distance andE is the Ps energy in electron-volts.

3.2.4 Results

The Ps beam production efficiency measurements obtained with a 39 eV incident 

positron beam are shown in figure 3.1 where it can be clearly seen that at this positron 

energy H2 has a higher cps than either Ar or He for the range of pressures investigated. It 

can also be seen that the variation of Sps with pressure appears to be linear up to a certain 

pressure, after which there is a plateau region. Following Laricchia et al (1992) this 

plateau region is interpreted as being due to Ps being both created and scattered in the 

production cell and therefore depends on the relative magnitudes of the Ps formation 

cross-section aps and total cross-sections for positrons and Ps scattering according to the 

following expression

Sp.cc { l-ex p (-p / + cTr+)} {— \ o p s { 6 ploŒo) 3.3
G t +
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The first term of this expression represents the fraction of scattered positrons, the 

next term the probability of forming Ps within a solid angle Q' and the last term 

represents the transmission probability of Ps through a target of number density p  and 

length lo (in equation 3.3 the subscripts + and o denote quantities relevant to positrons 

and Ps respectively).

In the case of argon the plateau region is reached at a comparatively lower 

pressure after which increments of the gas pressure result in an overall reduction in Cps. 

The relative positions of the onset of the plateau regions can therefore be taken as a 

measure of the relative Ps-gas total cross-sections, a  p. This gives an approximate ratio 

of 1:2 for AriH] respectively. This ratio has now been confirmed by the direct total 

cross-section measurements for Ps-gas scattering (Garner and Laricchia, 1996, Garner et 

al 1996) and described in chapter 4. Due to the relatively high g \ of Ar in comparison to 

He, Cps of He becomes larger than that of Ar at pressures above 14 pmHg.

80

§

He
Ar

c<u
."H
c

B
B

0 5 10 15 20 25

Gas Pressure (pmHg)

Figure 3.1 Ps beam production efficiency measurements for He, Ar and Hz, as a function of gas
pressure at a positron energy of 39 eV. A curve has been fitted to the data to better illustrate the

behaviour of 8ps with varying pressure.
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3.3 Detailed Investigation

3.3.1 Introduction

Encouraged by the results of the preliminary study, the dependence of 0ps for Ar, 

He and H2 was investigated over a range of gas pressures and Ps energies in order to 

optimise 8ps at various energies. For this study the detection system used was that 

described in § 2.8.2, utUising CEMA2 and the Nal scintillator coupled to a 

photomultiplier. In this case the energy which was fixed was that of the emergent Ps 

atoms. The centre of cell 1 was 560 mm from the fi'ont of the channel plates, resulting in 

a solid angle of 1.3msr (corresponding to a beam angular divergence of ±1.3®).

3.3.2 Experimental Technique

In order for Ps beams of fixed energy to be obtained, the energy of the positron 

beam had to be adjusted for each gas used, by taking into account the different ionisation 

potentials. The positron beam intensity was monitored over a period of 200 s, having a 

typical count-rate of approximately 1100 e ŝ ’. The Ps beam was then observed by 

introducing gas into the production cell and activating the retarders at CEMA2, as well 

as applying a potential to CRI which was 20 V above the positron beam energy. The Ps 

beam intensity was observed for an average of 8 ks for each pressure. In contrast to the 

time-of-flight method used for the prelimiiiary experiment the background could not be 

determined fi*om a separate portion of the spectrum since, as explained in § 2.8.2, with 

the retarders on and no gas present in the system a peak is still observed. Separate 

background measurements were therefore necessary. Background measurements were 

accumulated over approximately 50 ks at each energy. The range of pressures used was 

2 to 14 pmHg at four different energies (30, 60, 90 and 120 eV). In addition Ps beam 

runs taken as part of the Ps-gas scattering experiments, described in chapter 5, were used 

to give a more detailed picture of the energy dependence of 8ps for H2 at a fixed pressure 

(similar but less detailed measurements, due to time constraints, were made for Ar and 

He).
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3.3.3 Data Analysis

The analysis employed in the preliminary investigation, § 3.2.3, was applied to all 

the data obtained in this study.

3.4 Results

Figure 3.2 provides a more detailed picture of the variation of Cps with energy, for 

fixed converter pressures. Measurements using Ar and He have also been plotted for 

comparison. These measurements have been obtained from the incident Ps 

measurements taken as part of the Ps scattering experiments discussed in chapter 4, 

where typical Ps observations were 60 ks in duration. A pressure of 10 pmHg was 

chosen for these measurements, so that any fluctuations in the gas pressure would result 

in a minimal change in the Ps count-rate. For the purposes of comparison the onset of 

the plateau regions at 30 eV were also chosen for Ar, 7 pmHg, and He, 14 pmHg.

1 he 8ps for H] rises rapidly from 5.8% at 16 eV to a maximum of 10.7% at 30
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Figure 3.2 The variation of 8ps with energy at fixed pressures 
of 14, 7 and 10 pmHg for He, Ar and Hz, respectively.
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eV. The efficiency then steadily tails otT to a value of 1.6% at 120 eV. Ar and He 

follow the same trend, rising slowly to a maximum at approximately 60 eV before 

merging with the H] results at 70 eV.

Figure 3.3 shows the variation of Eps with pressure at four Ps energies (30, 60, 90 

and 120 eV). The Ps beam production efficiency tor 30 eV Ps atoms is shown in (a) and 

has the same features discussed previously in § 3.2.4. H2 still possesses a higher eps than 

either Ar or He at 60 eV (b), however by a much reduced factor. At 60 eV neither H2 or 

He reach a plateau and Ar reaches its plateau at a higher pressure (7 pmHg as opposed 

to 4 pmHg at 30 eV).

This implies that the Ps-gas total cross-sections for all three gases are smaller at
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Figure 3.3 Ps beam production efficiency measurements for He, Ar 
and H2, as a function of gas pressure at various Ps energies.
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60 eV than at 30 eV. This is home out by the direct measurements detailed in chapter 4. 

At 90 eV all three gases give approximately the same cps for a given pressure, within the 

errors. Again, the onset of the plateau region for Ar is shifted to a higher pressure, 10 

pmHg, suggesting a smaller qt for Ps-Ar than that at lower energies. Argon provides 

the highest 8ps at 120 eV by -40%, with He having approximately the same Sps as H], for 

all pressures investigated. The plateau region for Ar at 120 eV appears to occur at the 

same pressure as that for 90 eV, implying that uj tor Ps-Ar remains unchanged.

In order to better visualise the energy and pressure dependence of 8ps figure 3.4 

shows a three-dimensional plot of 8?$ using the fitted curves shown in figure 3.3. Here it 

can be clearly seen that H2 is a better beam converter at lower energies, and similar to He 

at approximately 90 eV. 8ps for Ar decreases with energy from its maximum at a slower 

rate than He or H2 and thus possesses a larger 8ps at the highest energy investigated.
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Figure 3.4 Ps beam production efficiency measurements for He, Ar 

and Hz, with varying Ps energy and production gas pressure.
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3.5 Camparisan to Theory

Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between the theoretical predictions of the energy 

dependence of Ps which is created travelling along the beam axis (i.e. 0°) and 6?s 

measured at 4 pmHg for each gas (see also figure 3.3). Only the linear region can be 

used in this comparison since multiple Ps scattering events occur at higher pressures.

A distorted wave approximation has been employed by Mandai et al (1979) for 

e -He scattering. The theoretical data has been normalised at 45 eV to an interpolated 

value fi’om the experimental data. The two sets of data are in good general agreement, 

the former showing a broad peak at 30 eV which gradually decays and flattens at higher 

energies.

Theoretical predictions for 0° Ps formation from Ar by McAlinden et al (1994) 

use a truncated coupled-static approximation. These results have been normalised to the 

experimental data at 69 eV, again using a value which has been interpolated from the 

experimental data. The calculated energy dependence is, due to normalisation in that 

region, in good agreement with experiment at the higher energies, 50 eV and above. 

However, the energy dependence of the predictions show a marked difference fi'om those 

obtained empirically. Although, at lower energies, the higher Ps-Ar total cross-section 

means that multiple Ps scattering could be taking place at this pressure, this would result 

in an apparently smaller 8ps value than that predicted.

The theory of Biswas et a/ (1991), which uses a first Bom approximation for e -̂ 

H% scattering, has been normalised, at 41 eV, in the same way as before. Although there 

are too few data points for comparative purposes the predictions show reasonable 

agreement with the experimental data. The general behaviour shows a rapid rise in Eps to 

a peak at 30 eV with a gentle decrease as the Ps energy increases.
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of gp* measurements for He, Ar and Hz, at 4 pmHg with theory.
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3.6 Conclusions

The main objective of this study was to determine optimum positron-to-Ps-beam 

conversion gas and its pressure for a given energy range. Molecular hydrogen has been 

found to yield the greatest conversion efficiency across the widest range of energies. At 

energies higher than 90 eV argon possesses a greater than or equal efficiency, possibly 

due to the greater e^-Ar static repulsion slowing the projectile and therefore enhancing 

electron capture. Comparison of the onset of the plateau regions for each gas, and at 

different energies, has led to the determination of relative Ps-gas total cross-sections. 

Indeed, this type of observation led to the first indirect measurements of Ps-gas ax by 

Zafar e/ a/ (1991) and Laricchia et al (1992), which have been discussed in § 1.6.3.

The relative detection efficiency of positrons and Ps by the CEMA is not 

currently known, however, for the purposes of this study (i.e. a comparative 

investigation of neutralising gases) such a factor is irrelevant. Comparisons with 

theoretical calculations for 0° Ps formation have shown good agreement for both He and 

Hz measurements. However a discrepancy has been found for Ar, the reason for this is 

not understood at present.
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4

Ps-Gas Total Cross-Sections

4.1 IntraduGtian

In this chapter Ps-atom/molecule total cross-section, ax, results are presented for 

He, Ar, H2 and O2 gaseous targets. A description of the experimental procedures 

employed to obtain them and the investigation of systematic effects is also included. The 

experimental configuration used for each measurement is also given. The variation of Gj 

with Ps flight path is discussed and estimates of the differential Ps scattering cross- 

sections are deduced. Where possible the data is compared to available theoretical 

calculations.

4.2 Data Callectian

4.2.1 The Attenuation Method

Ps-gas total cross-sections, Oi, were obtained via the attenuation method. This 

involves measuring the Ps beam strength with and without (/ and lo) gas present in the 

scattering cell (at a pressure, P, and temperature, 7). The cross-section is then given by 

the equation:-
I  = Ioe-"“̂  4 . 1

where n is the number density of the target gas and / is the length of the interaction 

region. Equation 4.1 can be re-written, by applying the ideal gas law, in the form:-

4.2

where k is Boltzmann’s constant.
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In equation 4.2 it is assumed 

that the gas is uniformly distributed 

along a cell of length /. The actual gas 

density distribution may be determined 

by measuring relative positron cross- 

sections and normalising them to 

known positron-gas qt, allowing for an 

effective cell length, L, to be 

determined. This depends on the 

properties of the system as well as the 

pumping speed of the specific gas contained.

At each energy, g \ was measured across a range of gas pressures (typically up to 

6 pmHg). The attenuation, defined here as.

0 1 2  3 4

Pressure (um l lg)

Figure 4.1 A typical attenuation plot.

kT
Pcj-i' — ^ In

I
4.3

was then plotted against P. This linear dependence is shown in figure 4.1. A weighted 

least squares fit of these data was used to determine the gradient, or. These 

investigations were repeated across a range of distances of the ‘end-detector’ from the 

scattering cells and hence a range of solid angles subtended by the detector.

4.2.2 Experimental Procedures

Temperature

A thermometer in good thermal contact with the experimental chamber was used 

to measure the temperature, T, of the target gas. The temperature was recorded before 

and after the data collection periods and an average temperature was obtained. An error 

of ± r  was assigned to this value and was attributed to possible fluctuations in the 

temperature during the data collection periods.
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Gas pressure

The Ps production gas was kept at a constant pressure throughout the Ps 

measurements. This pressure was chosen so that the Ps production efficiency changed 

minimally with pressure fluctuations across the whole range of Ps energies, as discussed 

in § 3.4. The pressures employed for production gases Ar and H2 were 7 pmHg and 10 

pmHg, respectively. The independence of the measured ot with varying Ps production 

gas pressure has been verified, as detailed in § 4.2.3.

The target gas pressure was continually monitored by a digital voltmeter and 

stored in its memory. An average pressure was calculated by voltmeter and updated, in 

real time, during the experiment. This average pressure value was assigned an error of 

±0.05 pmHg, the intrinsic error on the voltmeter readout.

Effective ceil length

The procedure for measuring A, the effective cell length, was identical to that 

used to obtain gj. Since the positron beam was magnetically guided, total cross-section 

measurements had to be particularly careful to discriminate against the possible 

confinement, and subsequent detection, of the scattered positrons. There were two 

possible solutions to this problem, both of which have been employed during this 

investigation. They relied on looking only at the higher energy portion of the positron 

beam, since the lower energy section of the beam could contain contributions from high
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Figure 4.2 Positron beam profiles at e  ̂energies of (a) 5 eV and (b) 50 eV.
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energy positrons which have been 

scattered. The first solution was 

to use the time-of-flight spectrum to 

look only at the high energy portion of 

the positron peak. Whilst the second 

solution employed a retarding field 

analyser. A picture of the energy 

distribution of the beam was thus 

obtained, an example of which is 

shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3 An example of a cell constant 
measurement for at a positron beam 

energy of 40 eV.

The incident positron beam intensity, in these pre-determined conditions, was 

then measured. The target gas was placed in the gas cell and the attenuated positron 

beam was recorded. This process was then repeated for a range of gas pressures and a 

weighted least squares fit performed on a plot of LP Vs P, where L is given by:-

L =
kT

InV / ) 4.4Pcr,{e^)

An example of a typical plot, for H2 at an incident positron energy of 40 eV, is 

shown in figure 4.3. The effective cell length depends upon the gas employed. This can 

be seen in table 4.1, which shows the effective cell lengths determined for He, Ar, H2 and 

O2 , using the modified scattering cell.

Gas L, Effective Cell Length (m) Error on L (m)

Helium 0.07065 ±0.00122

Argon 0.09094 ±0.00150

Molecular Hydrogen 0.08341 ± 0.00078

Molecular Oxygen 0.09247 ± 0.00025

Table 4.1 Typical effective cell lengths for He, Ar, H2, and O2 from the modified gas cell.
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Positron beam intensity

The positron beam intensity was monitored for typically 100 seconds, both before 

and after any Ps beam measurements (these were usually over an hour long). This 

ensured that if any decrease in the beam intensity was observed then it could be taken 

into account when comparing incident and attenuated beams. In the course of these 

measurements the beam intensity was found to be constant, to within experimental error 

-0.5 %. The positron beam was found to be stable over a period of time substantially 

longer than that needed to carry out the individual measurements presented here. The 

details of the measurement process can be found in § 2.8.

Ps beam intensity

The Ps beam intensity was measured using the same detection systems as those 

employed for the positron beam. To obtain the Ps beam a neutralising gas was present in 

the first cell and all the retarder systems were activated. These include CRl, the retarder 

between the two gas cells, to prevent the slow positron beam from entering gas cell 2. 

The other retarders were those in the CEMA2 arrangement, preventing some of the
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Figure 4.4 Incident and attenuated Ps beam spectra at 
(a) 30 eV and (b) 54 eV Ps atom energies for Ar gas.
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higher energy charged particles from reaching CEMA2, as detailed in § 2.6. Initially 

typical Ps measurements lasted approximately 4 ks. Incident and attenuated beam 

intensities were measured alternately. As the positron beam stability had been verified 

longer measurements could be undertaken. These longer measurements, typically 25 ks 

for attenuated beams and 56 ks for incident beams, were employed during the He, Hz and 

O2 measurements. Typical incident and attenuated Ps beam spectra, using the time-of- 

flight detection system, are shown in figure 4.4.

Background

Independent measurements of the background, the origin of which was discussed 

in § 2.8, were not necessary for the time-of-flight detection system, since the background 

could be determined from the flat regions of the time-of-flight spectra (Laricchia et al, 

1988). Independent background measurements, as detailed for the other detection 

systems, were obtained initially, but were not subsequently taken as a matter of course. 

However, in order to check for any unwanted structure, a few runs were carried out 

across the range of energies investigated. None of these runs have shown any structure 

in the Ps peak or positron peak region on the MCA, shown in figure 2.19. Therefore the 

assumption of a uniform background across the regions of interest is valid. However, as 

figures 2.22 and 2.24 show, this approach is not valid for the coincidence systems. 

Instead background measurements were made with the same experimental criteria as that 

for the Ps measurements, but without any gas present in the system. These 

measurements were usually of 56 ks duration or more.

4.2.3 Error Analysis

Experimental errors have been quantified for all the measurements taken as part 

of this work. Table 4.2 shows these quantities and their related errors.
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Quantity Error

Pressure, P 0.05 pmHg

Temperature, T IK

Ps beam intensity, 18c L

Background, Bk. Vm

Positron beam intensity, e^

Effective cell length, L Combination of all the above and the error 

on the ciT(ê ) used for normalisation

Table 4.2 The errors on the empirical values used to obtain ar.

4.2.4 Systematic Checks

Many systematic checks were performed in order to rule out unwanted 

contributions to the measurements as detailed below:-

Excited state Ps (Ps*)

Excited state Ps formation has been observed in positron-gas interactions similar 

to those performed in this work in order to obtain the o-Ps beam. Notably in the study 

of Zafar et al (1991) where a single gas cell was used to produce a Ps beam with a 

significant Ps* component. It was found that Ps* formed, on average, 25% and 30% of 

the Ps beam for He and Ar, respectively. The investigation employed a time-of-flight 

method, using a beam tagging system to energy-analyse the beam. There was no 

evidence of such a contribution using the current experimental apparatus, as shown in 

figure 2.20.

The reason for the lack of a Ps* component has been attributed, by Zafar et al 

(1996), to the high gas pressure used to neutralise the positron beam. As discussed in § 

3.2.4, it is thought that at these pressures o-Ps is being created and scattered within the 

gas cell. Presumably, fi*om simple Bohr-type arguments, (n=l, where n is the principal 

quantum number) o-Ps possesses a a i at least 16 times greater than that for ground-state
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Ps. It can therefore be expected that (n>l) o-Ps will scatter more readily and will not be 

detected in the beam.

Ps beam production from gas leaking from the scattering cell

As the target gas diffuses from the cell it may overlap with the positron 

interaction region. Therefore, it would be possible for positrons to create Ps from the 

target gas, under Ps beam production conditions, leading to a higher ‘incident’ beam 

when performing attenuation measurements. In order to gauge the importance of this 

effect, measurements were carried out under Ps production conditions with gas present 

only in the second cell. No Ps peak was observed in the resultant spectrum, indicating 

that any contribution to the incident beam via this process is negligible.

Ps beam production pressure

In order to test that the pressure of the Ps beam production gas has no effect on 

the total cross-sections measurements (e.g. due to possible Ps* production, see above), 

the pressure for molecular hydrogen was reduced to half of its usual value (from 10 

pmHg to 5 pmHg). The Ps-H] a i  at 25 eV obtained as a result of this was in agreement 

with the G] value obtained with the usual production gas pressure. Figure 4.5 shows a 

plot of the individual measurements for both production pressures. It can be seen that all 

of the measurements are in good agreement with each other, and the resultant cross-

Î 30 -
8

20 -o

£ 10 -

43210
Pressure (pmHg)

Figure 4.5 An attenuation plot for Ps H; scattering, 
at 25 eV, for 5 and 10 pmHg of the production gas.
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sections are within the experimental errors.

4.3 Resul-ts

The results of this investigation are presented here in three sections. The 

individual ar, obtained from sets of raw data, are discussed in § 4.3.1. These results 

provide ay for a range of energies and solid angles, subtended by the end-of-flight 

detector with respect to the centre of the scattering cell (see figure 4.7). § 4.3.2 details 

the variation of these Oj with solid angle, suggesting that a significant, component of the 

transmitted Ps beam is Ps which has been scattered in the forward direction. 

Furthermore, it is possible to remove the effect of this component by extrapolation of the 

data. § 4.3.3 presents the final, corrected a , for each gas and energy.

4.3.1 The Determination of ar

Measurements of gj for a specific target gas pressure, Ps energy and detection 

solid angle, obtained from sets of Ps scattering measurements (i.e. the incident Ps beam 

is paired with individual attenuated Ps beam measurements) at 40 eV and 2.15 msr are 

shown in figure 4.6. By plotting the attenuation (as defined in equation 4.3) against P a 

linear relationship is obtained, where the gradient of the slope, via a weighted least 

squares fit, yields the measured value of a?.

100

^  80 -

I
m 60 —
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40 -o
H

£ 20 -

2 3 43 0 120 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1

Pressure (pmHg)

Figure 4.6 Weighted least squares fits, for determining 
(Tt, for (a) He, (b) Ar and (c) Hz at 40 eV and 2.15 msr.
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Target Gas Detection System Solid Angle Subtended 

by CEMA2, Q (10

Positronium Energies 

Eps (eV)

Helium CEMA2/NaI 2.15 10, 15,20, 25, 30, 35, 

40, 50, 60, 67.5, 75, 

82.5,90, 110

CEMA2/CsI 23.6 20, 40, 90

Argon ToF 4.45 80, 111

11.43 35

15.85 21 ,25 ,35 , 54, 66, 111

20.38 17, 40, 54, 95

37.99 15, 20 ,21 ,26 , 30,35, 

45, 54, 66, 72, 80, 111

38.41 17,21,35, 40, 66, 95

CEMA2/NaI 2.15 15, 17, 20 ,21 ,25 , 30, 

32.5, 35, 37.5, 40, 45, 

54, 66, 72, 80, 95, 111

CEMA2/CsI 4.70 20, 40, 90

23.6 20, 32.5, 35, 37.5, 40, 

90

Molecular

Hydrogen

CEMA2/NaI 2.15 10, 15, 17.5,20, 22.5, 

25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 

75, 90, 110

CEMA2/CsI 23.6 20, 40, 90

Molecular

Oxygen

CEMA2/NaI 2.15 20, 40

Table 4.3 Details o f the detection system, solid angle subtended by 

CEMA2 and Ps energies for measurements from various targets.
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Included in this analysis are the initial measurements of the Ps-Ar (j\ by Zafar et 

al (1996) which have been repeated and expanded upon. Table 4.3 lists all the data 

taken and the detection system used to obtain them. A complete set of plots such as that 

in figure 4.6, for each energy and solid angle, can be found in appendix A for all gases 

investigated.

4.3.2 Measured cjt as a Function of Energy and Solid Angle

The results of the analysis described in § 4.3.1 revealed that the measured cross- 

section, Qm, varied with Q. Table 4.4 highlights this by comparing Œm at the two 

extremes of the measured Q range (2.15 msr to 38.41 msr), showing differences between 

CTm of over 200% for He, 150% for Ar and 650% for H]. Since, as discussed in § 4.2.4, 

no significant Ps* component was found under these experimental conditions, it is 

unlikely that this effect could have been due to the presence of excited state Ps (Ps*), 

which, due to its longer lifetime, would contribute to the beam depending upon the flight 

length. Instead, it is thought that this effect might be due to Ps which has been elastically 

scattered at small, forward angles, resulting in the measured cross-section appearing 

smaller than the ‘true’ eross-section (am<cTT). As the solid angle is reduced the amount 

of scattered Ps which is detected in the transmitted Ps will also be reduced and 

measurements of the cross-section will be more accurate (Kauppila el al, 1981). For this 

reason the Csl/CEMA2 detection system, detailed in § 2.8.2, was installed in order to 

vary Q. Figure 4.7 shows a schematic view of this forward Ps scattering effect.

Ps Scattering Cell

Scattered o-Ps

CEMA2 CEMA2
100% Transmitted Beam Flux 100% Transmitted Beam Flux 

100% Scattered o-Ps Flux 75% Scattered o-Ps Flux

Figure 4.7 A schematic diagram of small angle scattering.
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Target Gas Ps Energy 

(eV)

Largest detector solid 

angle available (msr)

Ratio of CTm

Helium 20 23.60 1.93 ±0.33

40 23.60 3.12 ±0.70

90 23.60 1.69 ±0.56

Argon 15 37.99 1.19 ±0.28

17 38.41 1.44 ±0.30

20 37.99 1.07 ±0.23

21 38.41 1.29 ±0.15

25 37.99 1.44 ±0.14

30 37.99 1.19±0.11

32.5 23.60 1.03 ±0.09

35 38.41 1.14 ±0.08

37.5 23.6 0.97 ± 0.08

40 38.41 1.55 ±0.11

45 37.99 1.53 ±0.14

54 37.99 1.79 ±0.21

66 38.41 1.27 ±0.16

72 37.99 1.75 ±0.26

80 37.99 2.60 ± 0.73

95 38.41 1.17 ±0.28

111 37.99 1.06 ±0.38

Molecular Hydrogen 20 23.60 7.51 ±0.80

40 23.60 7.82 ± 0.72

90 23.60 5.54 ±0.89

Table 4.4 A comparison of am for a detector solid angle 
of 2.15 msr with a »  at the largest measured solid angle.
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The measured intensity, Im, is given by:-

I„ = I+ d I ,= I „ e " '‘’^ + d I ,  4.5

where dig is the number of projectiles forward scattered within the acceptance angle of 

the detection system {9’) and is given by:-

dlg a  I^\cr{9,(l))sm0d9 4.6
0

where cj(9,(l)) is the differential elastic scattering cross-section.

.-. dig -nlI^cr{9,(lf)An

Equation 4.7 assumes that G(0,(j>) does not vary significantly over the angular 

range, 0— Since the maximum scattering angle (limited by the apertures of the 

scattering cell) is only 6.4°, this is probably not an unreasonable assumption.

Therefore:-

+ »/o-( g, )An = e""'- 4.8

where <%, is the measured cross-section, obtained fi*om the individual measurements as 

discussed in § 4.3.1.

By expanding the exponential terms, the following linear relationship is obtained:-

d<j{9,(l>) 4.9

Figure 4.8 shows plots of the measured cross-sections versus the solid angle for 

each energy, where more than one solid angle was employed. A weighted least squares 

fit of the data to equation 4.9 then provides the true total cross-section, (jj, via the 

intercept, and the differential cross-section, which is given by the gradient. In two cases, 

for Ar at 37.5 eV and 90 eV, the gradient appears to be positive (a combination of 

investigating only two solid angles and large relative errors) and the a i is obtained by 

taking a weighted mean of these two values. The validity of these plots, for He and H2 in 

particular, is discussed in § 4.3.4.
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Gy for Ps-Ar Scattering
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Figure 4.8 Measured total cross-sections plotted against 

solid angle for He, Ar and Hz scattering at each Ps energy.
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Gy for Ps-Ar Scattering
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Figure 4.8 Measured total cross-sections plotted against

solid angle for He, Ar and Hi scattering at each Ps energy.
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for Ps He Scattering
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Figure 4.8 Measured total cross-sections plotted against

solid angle for He, Ar and Hz scattering at each Ps energy.
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4.3.3 (jy as a Function of Energy
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Figure 4.9 Total cross-sections for Ps He scattering.

Total cross-sections for Ps-He scattering across the energy range 10 to 110 eV 

are shown in figure 4.9 and are tabulated in appendix B. The values of am measured 

using a solid angle of 2.15 msr are plotted along with the three values of qt obtained 

from the graphs in the preceding section. As expected the values of a  r plotted for 20, 40 

and 90 eV are higher, by an average of 5%, than the corresponding values of am, but 

agree within experimental errors, see table 4.5. The cross-section can be seen to rise 

sharply from 2.9 xlO' °̂ m̂  at 10 eV to a maximum of 5.3 xlO' °̂ m̂  at 20 eV, before 

decreasing 2.8 xlO‘̂ ° m̂  at 50-60 eV. However, am appears to rise again at around 68 

eV to reach a value of 3.9 xlO'̂ ® m̂  before decreasing once more.
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Figure 4.10 Total cross-sections for Ps-Ar scattering.

Figure 4.10 shows the values of o, for Ps-Ar scattering obtained from the plots 

in figure 4.8 and tabulated in appendix B along with values obtained using a solid angle 

of 2.15 msr. The eross-seetion increases across the energy range 15 to 26 eV, from 10.9

xlO'̂ *̂  m'̂  to 19 xlO' "̂ m̂ . At around 35 eV the cross-section dips slightly by -13% to a 

minimum of 16.8 xlO' "̂ m\ This ‘feature’ has been found to be reproducible using 

different detection systems and is expected to be ‘smeared out’ by the resolution of the 

Ps beam (typically -6 eV), producing a shallower trough. The cross-section gradually 

falls from 19.4 xlO'̂  ̂m̂  at 40 eV to 9.7 xlO' °̂ m̂  at 111 eV.

The (7m values for Ps-H] scattering are illustrated in figure 4.11 and tabulated in 

appendix B. The general behaviour of Om is similar to that of both He and Ar in that it 

rises rapidly into a broad peak before slowly decaying away at higher energies, where the 

eross-seetion appears to reach a plateau. Om rises from 4.7 xlO'̂  ̂ m̂  at 10 eV to a

v-20

maximum of 10 xlO' °̂ m̂  at 20 eV before reaching a plateau of -5.7 xlO' "̂ m̂  at 60 eV 

and above. As in the case of the Ps-He system the ot are larger than Om, in this instance 

by -7.5% and within the errors associated with Om, see table 4.5.

-20
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Figure 4.11 Total cross-sections for Ps-Hz scattering.

Figure 4.12 shows preliminary measurements for Ps-O] scattering. These values 

were obtained over a relatively short time period and serve as a rough guide to the 

magnitude of the Ps-O] total eross-seetion. The <jj values are listed in appendix B. As 

such, no reliable conclusions can be drawn as to the general behaviour of the eross-
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Figure 4.12 Total cross-sections for Ps 0% scattering.
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section with energy. As shown, the cross-section at 40 eV (9.2 xlO'̂ ® m̂ ) is 

approximately 63% higher than at 20 eV.

A comparison between the various targets is provided by figure 4.13 at a solid 

angle of 2.15 msr. The similar behaviour of the He, Ar and H2 total cross-sections can 

be clearly seen, with Ar possessing the highest aj, followed by H2 and then He. This 

value of the solid angle has been used over the entire range of energies employed in this 

investigation and has been shown (for He, Ar and H2) to be within several percent of the 

True’ total cross-section, ot, see table 4.5. Measurements of Ps beam production 

efbciency, described in chapter 4, also yielded estimates of the relative cross-sections, 

between different energies and gases. These relative cross-sections, made at 2.15 msr, 

are verified by the results shown in figure 4.13.

The suggestion that forward scattered Ps was being detected in these 

investigations, has been validated by the plots in figures 4.8 to 4.11 and the results of the 

investigation employing the CsI/CEMA2 arrangement.
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Figure 4.13 A comparison of cjm for Ps scattering from He, Ar, Hz and 0% at 2.15 msr.
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Target Gas Ps Energy (eV) Ratio of am to ax

Helium 20 0.95 ±0.15

40 0.94 ±0.11

90 0.96 ±0.31

Argon 15 0.99 ± 0.27

17 0.94 ±0.17

20 0.90 ±0.11

21 1.01 ±0.10

25 1.00 ±0.09

30 0.99 ± 0.08

32.5 1.00 ±0.08

35 0.95 ± 0.06

37.5 0.99 ± 0.07

40 1.00 ±0.06

45 0.98 ± 0.09

54 1.09 ±0.09

66 1.02 ±0.14

72 0.97 ±0.13

80 0.93 ±0.13

95 1.01 ±0.16

111 1.12 ±0.32

Molecular Hydrogen 20 0.92 ±0.12

40 0.92 ±0.10

90 0.92 ±0.19

Table 4.5 A comparison of CTm for 2.15 msr with for He, 
Ar and Hi targets, where such comparisons are available .
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4.3.4 Estimates of the Differential Cross-Section for Elastic Scattering

Under the assumption made in § 4.3.2, estimates of the differential elastic 

scattering cross-sections were obtained from the plots in figure 4.8. The linear 

relationship, between Om and solid angle, is dependent upon the differential Ps elastic 

scattering cross-section remaining constant over the angular range subtended by the 

detector. In practice cJm tends to zero as Q becomes very large, in accordance with the 

differential elastic cross-section. The plots for Ps-Ar measurements show these linear 

regions particularly well, because cim was measured at a greater number of solid angles. 

Due to time constraints, similar measurements for He and H2 targets were limited to only 

two solid angles (at the extremes of the range) and three Ps energies (20, 40 and 90 eV). 

If, however, the linear relationship assumed above does not hold true for the angular 

range investigated in this work then the intercept on the x-axis will occur in a region 

close to the range investigated, as appears to be the case for H2 and, to a lesser extent. 

He. Due to the lack of intermediate measurements, it is not possible to comment on 

whether the linear assumption is vahd in these instances.

Figure 4.14 shows the differential cross-section for elastic scattering (DECS) 

obtained for (a) He, (b) Ar and (c) H2 targets. In general the DECS for all three targets 

decreases with increasing energy (although this trend is not so clear for Ar), as for 

positrons (Finch et al, 1996a, 1996b) and electrons (Cvejanovic and Crowe, 1994). 

Molecular hydrogen possesses the greatest DECS, decaying from (40.3 ± 4.2) xlO ’̂  

m^sr ’ at 20 eV to roughly half that value at 90 eV with an approximate dependence of 

E'O 50  ̂ 0.08 DECS for the He and Ar targets have a similar average value of

approximately 10'̂ * m ^ s r F o r  He the DECS falls from a value of -(12.5 ± 1.6) xlO'^  ̂

m^sr'\ at 20-40 eV, to (5.4 ± 3.5) xlO'^  ̂m^sr’ at 90 eV. Due to limited variation of the 

solid angle during early am measurements some of the estimated DECS for Ar rely upon 

values of am which possess relatively large errors. This will affect the estimated DECS 

more than it affects the value of a? obtained from such plots. As can be seen from table

4.5, the ratio between am at 2.15 msr and the extrapolated value of a j is roughly 

constant, suggesting that at 2.15 msr the angular discrimination against forward scattered 

Ps is reasonably good. The DECS for Ps-Ar scattering increases from an average value
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o f(9.3 ± 1.6) xlO '̂  m ŝr ' between 15 and 35 eV to -(17.3 ± 1.5) xlO '̂  m^sf' between 

40 and 80 eV. Above 80 eV the DECS has a mean value of (5.5 ± 5.5) xlO '^m^sr '. As 

yet, no theoretical DECS calculations are available for comparison.
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Figure 4.14 Estimates of differential elastic cross-sections 

for Ps scattering from (a) He, (b) Ar and (c) H: targets.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 A Comparison of ctt for Ps-Gas Scattering with e /e  -Gas Scattering

It is interesting to observe the qualitative behaviour of the Ps-gas total cross- 

sections in comparison to that of the positron and the electron. Figure 4.15 shows the 

total cross-section results obtained in this work as well as those for positrons and 

electrons. The principal features of, and differences between, the positron and electron 

Gj measurements have already been discussed in § 1.5 It can be seen that (Jt(Ps) is 

always greater than gtCc )̂ in the energy range investigated. This statement is also true 

with respect to gt{q), except at the lowest energies. As discussed in § 1.6, the lack of 

adiabatic interaction between Ps and the atom(molecule) is believed to enhance effects, 

due to electron exchange, in comparison to electrons.

Through an inspection of fig 4.15, it is found that for He, Ar and H2, at energies 

where aiCe^) ~ cJiCe ), the Ps cross-sections are approximately equal to the sum of aiCe )̂ 

and aiCe’). At lower energies it is noted that aT(Ps)/2 ~ cjT(ê ), in the case of Ar and H2 . 

Whilst in He CT(Ps)/2 ~ aiCe") between 20 and 50 eV. The relatively low positron cross- 

section in this energy range may result in the behaviour of gjÇPs) being dominated by 

the interaction of the electron in the Ps atom.
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4.4.2 A Comparison of Ps-Gas ar Calculations and Measurements

In the following section, the results obtained in this work are compared with 

theoretical calculations and/or previous experimental estimates of a i for He, Ar and H2 

where such data are available. As yet no theoretical calculations have been performed 

for PS-O2 scattering, although PSO2 has been observed at low Ps energies (Rice Evans et 

ah 1995).

Ps-He Measurements

Previous measurements of Ps-He oj were taken by Zafar et al (1991) using an 

indirect method. It can be seen, in figure 4.16, that these initial estimates of g t for Ps-He 

were approximately a factor of two smaller than those measured in this work. This 

difference can be attributed to the assumptions involved in the previous method. For 

example, since the Ps was created and scattered in the same gas cell, the length of the 

interaction region could not be determined directly for the Ps-He collisions. Therefore 

correction factors for detector acceptance angles and Ps decay in flight for varying gas 

pressures were introduced.

Figure 4.16 shows the Ps-He CTt calculations of McAlinden et al (1996). These 

calculations have been divided into two categories: target elastic and target inelastic 

collisions. Target elastic collisions comprise only interactions in which the target remains 

in its initial state. These calculations are performed using a coupled pseudostate 

approximation. Collisions which result in the target being ionised or excited are 

designated target inelastic collisions. For these processes the first Bom approximation is 

employed. In these calculations the Ps projectile is assumed to stay in the ground state 

and electron exchange has been neglected. There is reasonable agreement with theory 

for the 15 to 30 eV energy range, however the qualitative behaviour of the CTt at low 

energies does not reflect either of the two sets of measurements. It is interesting to note, 

however, that the target inelastic cross-section begins to gain importance at around 70 

eV. This coincides with the apparent rise in the CTt presented as part of the work, 

suggesting that the target inelastic processes may have been underestimated in the
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calculations of McAlinden et al (1996). At the lower energies there is a marked 

discrepancy in the behaviour of Gj . This may be accounted for by the neglect of electron 

exchange in the calculations since, as mentioned in § 1.6, this process is expeeted to be 

important for Ps collisions at low energies.

In the energy range 10 to 70 eV the measurements presented here are in better 

agreement with the ealculations of Peaeh (1993). These calculations include electron 

exchange implicitly, but neglect target inelastic processes. This inclusion results in a 

good agreement with the experimental data at the lower energies.

The result of Coleman et al (1994), for an energy range lower that that 

investigated here, has also been plotted in figure 4.16. This value of Gj is obtained 

indirectly from AGAR measurements, as discussed in § 1.3.2, and represents an average 

elastie cross-section for Ps-fle scattering for the energy range 0 to 6.8 eV. The same 

value was assigned to Ps-Ar and Ps-Ne scattering cross-seetions. Also shown in figure 

4.16 is the momentum transfer cross-section measured by Nagashima et al (1996), see §

1.6 .

S
o

b

o CTy (n->0), This work

a  iOJ. 2.15 msr, This work 

A Zafar et al, 1991

 (jy, Peach, 1993

Gy, McAlinden et al, 1996 

T̂arget McAlindcn et al, 1996

 T̂arget InelasÜG' McAluidcn et al, 1996

o cT.p, Coleman et a l , 1994

, Nagashima et al, 1995mom trans

110 120

Ps energy (eV)
Figure 4.16 Theoretical calculations and measurements of a j  for Ps-He scattering, 

where ctRQ^O) denotes the value obtained by extrapolation, see § 4.3.2.
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The rapid rise in the cross-section above ~10 eV is thought to be due to collisions 

resulting in Ps break-up (the binding energy is 6.8/n  ̂ eV) as predicted by most theories 

as summarised by Charlton and Laricchia (1991).

Ps-Ar Measurements

The total cross-section measurements for Ps-Ar scattering are shown in figure 

4.17, along with previous, direct measurements, by Zafar et al (1996), which were also 

taken using the present apparatus. The data of Zafar et al (1996) was obtained with a 

small range of relatively large acceptance angles and are smaller in magnitude than the 

current values, the reason for this is discussed in § 4.3.2. The overall shape of the cross- 

section remains similar.

Theoretical calculations by McAlinden et al (1996) of the same type as those 

discussed for the Ps-He system are also shown in the figure. As mentioned previously.

30

25

20

a^(ii^O ), This work

a.p, Zafar et al, 1996 (averaged over all T2) 

a.j., McAlinden et al, 1996

a.Target Elastic’ McAlinden et al, 1996

 aTarget Inelastic’ McAlinden et al, 1996

(Ty, Coleman et al, 1994

i : ____ LL
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Ps energy (eV)

Figure 4.17 Theoretical calculations and empirical values of o j  for Ps-Ar scattering.
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the gt obtained from these calculations neglects electron exchange, which is likely to be 

the cause of the discrepancy at low energies. However, as noted by the aforementioned 

author a better agreement between theory and experiment is expected at higher energies 

and this has been found to be the case for energies above -70 eV.

The ACAR derived Ps-Ar cross-section estimated by Coleman et al (1994) is 

shown in figure 4.17. Nagashima et al (1995) have set an upper limit for the Ps-Ar 

momentum transfer cross-section of 63 xlO'^° m̂  for Ps of energy -0.08 eV. As for the 

Ps-He data there is no overlap in the energy range and, since the only theoretical 

calculations available are not thought to be accurate at these low energies, no comment 

can be made as to the agreement between these data.

Ps-H] Measurements

S
R
o

b

 Coim et at, 1983

□ ay(D->0), This work
G fS). 2.15 msr, ITiis work 

G ,̂ Ps-H x2, McAlindcn et al, 1996 

^ T a rg e t  Elastic’ x2, McAlindcn et al, 1996 

— -  f^Target Inelastic’ P^-H x2, McAlmdcn 6t al, 1996

Figure

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
Ps energy (eV)

4.18 Theoretical calculations and empirical values of gt for Ps-Hz scattering.
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Figure 4.18 shows the experimental data for Ps-Hi scattering as well as the 

calculations of McAlinden et al (1996) for Ps-H which have been multiplied by a factor 

of two. Theoretical results have been obtained for the Ps-molecular hydrogen system by 

Comi et al (1983) and are also shown in figure 4.18. However, these calculations are 

performed for an energy range below 5.4 eV and cannot be directly compared to the 

measurements presented in this work. An upper limit on the momentum transfer cross- 

section for Ps-H] at 0.05 eV of 48 xlO'̂ ® m̂  has been set by Nagashima et al (1995).

The theoretical calculations for Ps-H scattering plotted in figure 4.18 are 

evaluated exactly using the first Bom approximation. Again, as for He and Ar targets, 

the electron exchange process has been ignored and therefore a large discrepancy exists 

at the lower energies. It can be seen that the higher Ps energy measurements (above ~50 

eV) are around twice the calculated results of McAlinden et al (1996) for H.

4.5 Summary

The results of Ps-gas total cross-sections, ai, for a range of Ps energies (10 to 

120 eV) have been presented, indicating a uj dependence on the solid angle subtended 

by the detector, Q. This dependence has been attributed to Ps scattered in the forward 

direction, enhancing the measured attenuated Ps beam. This dependence has been 

investigated for a range of Q (2.15 msr to 38.41 msr) and corrected values of a i  have 

been obtained.

Comparisons of the resultant cry with theoretical calculations and other 

experimental work have also been performed. The importance of electron exchange and 

Ps break-up at low energies has been confirmed and comparisons of ctt for electrons (in 

He) and positrons (in H] and Ar) has revealed a similar qualitative behaviour to those for 

Ps (Jj.
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5

Gonclusions and □utlaok

5.1 Canclusians

Detailed measurements of Ps beam production efiSciency have been performed 

for He, Ar and H2 gases, in order to achieve a more intense Ps beam. Previously, Ar had 

been used as a means of producing a quasi-monoenergetic Ps beam, in preference to He. 

It has been found that H2 is a better positron to Ps beam converter by up to a factor of 

three at low energies. Furthermore, it has also been observed that all three of the gases 

under investigation possess approximately the same conversion efficiency at 90 eV. 

Above this energy, Ar has been found to be the best converter by -40%. This 

investigation has enabled the production of a more intense Ps beam to be realised for a 

particular Ps energy by selection of the appropriate production gas and pressure.

Ps-gas scattering measurements have also been presented in this work, providing 

an insight into Ps interactions at intermediate energies. Comparison with available 

theoretical calculations have shed light upon the importance of several scattering 

processes. The apparatus, detection systems and experimental techniques have been 

described. Total cross-sections for Ps scattering from He, Ar, H2 and O2 in the energy 

range 10 to 110 eV have been measured. There are several features which are common 

to all four gases. Ps break-up is thought to give rise to a rapid increase in the cross- 

sections at very low energies and comparison with theory has highlighted the importance 

of electron exchange at low energies. Good agreement is found at higher Ps energies, 

where electron exchange is thought to be less important. The data for Ps-He scattering 

appears to possess a second peak which correlates with the predicted rise in the inelastic 

cross-section, although theory predicts a corresponding decrease in the elastic cross- 

section leading to a static total cross-section. This implies that the inelastic contribution 

may have been underestimated, however, the experimental data possess significant error
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bars with respect to this feature and further investigation is required.

The Ps total cross-sections were found to be dependent on the solid angle 

subtended by the Ps detector, suggesting that Ps scattered in the forward direction was 

also detected. This contribution has been accounted for and a corrected value of gj 

calculated. In so doing, estimates of the differential elastic cross-section for Ps scattering 

have been obtained from the data. In general, these show a decrease in magnitude with 

increasing Ps energy.

Comparisons of the Ps total cross-sections with those for positron and electron 

scattering should provide fiirther insight into atomic interactions. The low mass of the 

Ps atom and its corresponding long de Broglie wavelength mean that the Ps interactions 

are expected to have a kinematic behaviour more similar to that of its constituent 

particles than other atoms. These comparisons show that for He, Ar and H2, at energies 

where ~ cttCc ), the Ps cross-section is approximately equal to the sum of ai(e^)

and cTT(e ). At lower energies the CTt(Ps) for Ar and He appears to be approximately 

twice that of 0 7 (0 )̂. However, for He, cjj appears to be approximately twice the 

electron cross-section above 15 eV. This might be due to the weak positron-He 

interaction at these energies.

5.S Outlaak

Several new developments are planned as extensions of this study. Ps scattering 

total cross-section measurements will be extended and the regions of interest highlighted 

in this work will be investigated. In particular, the features which may be present in the 

Ps-Ar and Ps-He qt, and the Q dependence of a j for He and H2 are worthy of further 

study, as discussed in § 4.3.3 and § 4.3.4, respectively. More complicated atomic and 

molecular targets, including alkali atoms and organic molecules may be investigated and 

the production of an excited state Ps beam, perhaps employing the thin film transmission 

geometry, could also be feasible.

Partial cross-section measurements are also a possibility, providing a more 

intense Ps beam can be realised. In order to achieve this, a different assembly was 

designed to allow annealing via electron impact to take place within the apparatus.
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allowing a more efficient but surface sensitive moderating material to be employed. 

However, solid rare gas moderators, as discussed in § 1.4, supersede this method and are 

currently being installed in the apparatus. It is hoped that this enhancement will make Ps 

gas partial cross-sections a realistic goal as well as providing more accurate and detailed 

total cross-section measurements. Accompanying theoretical work on total and partial 

cross-sections is keenly expected.
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Appendix A

The following graphs have been used in the determination of the measured value 

of the Ps-gas total cross-section, Om, described in § 4.3.1. The value of dm resulting 

from each plot is also given.
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Appendix B

The following table contains the total cross-section values, ai, for the Ps-gas 

scattering studies, as shown in § 4.3.3.

P s E n ergy  (eV ) qt (10  "” m") E rror on qt (lO  "” m")

P s-H eliu m  S catterin g

20 5.57 0.53

40 4.30 0.35

90 2.94 0.68

P s-A rgon  S catterin g

15 10.91 2.19

17 14.15 1.71

20 14.72 1.09

21 14.68 0.98

25 18.98 1.13

30 19.32 1.15

32.5 18.91 1.07

35 16.81 0.75

37.5 17.10 1.03

40 19.40 0.68

45 18.38 1.23

54 15.89 0.88

66 14.70 1.20

72 16.06 1.52

80 13.79 1.35

90 13.07 0.81

95 12.08 1.32

111 9.72 1.94

P s-M o lecu la r  H yd rogen  S catterin g

20 10.83 0.99

40 7.19 0.56

90 5.59 0.82
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Appendix C

To achieve a more intense positron beam a new source/moderator assembly was 

designed in order to allow in situ annealing to take place. This arrangement would 

eliminate exposure of the moderator to atmosphere when transferring it from the 

separate annealing rig to the experimental apparatus, enabling the usage of surface- 

sensitive moderators if desired. This new design is shown in the following diagrams.

It can be seen from diagram 1 that the assembly is in two distinct parts. The first 

(part A) is similar to the previous design, see figure 2.4, however the moderator has been 

removed, leaving a slot with a brush connection for the moderator potential. The second 

(part B) contains the moderator, sandwiched between two pieces of W foil, and held in a 

frame which slots into part A. When fully installed, within the vacuum chamber, the two 

parts interlock with part B making electrical contact with the moderator brush. To 

anneal the moderator, via electron impact in a separate vacuum chamber, the entire 

assembly is withdrawn using the manipulator arm. The rod, attached to part B, is 

allowed to move at right-angles to a track, as shown in the following figure. When the 

moderator is aligned with the electron gun for annealing (see diagram 2) the rod travels 

up a shallow incline and drops into a small ‘well’, which holds the moderator in position. 

The rest of the assembly, part A, is then completely withdrawn allowing the moderator 

to be annealed in situ. When part A is being installed part B will interlock again (the 

sharper slope providing resistance, to ensure a tight connection) and the whole assembly 

will slide into place.

As mentioned in § 5.2, this design has been superseded by solid rare gas 

moderators.
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Moderator Manipulator

Annealing ChamberElectron
Gun ^ Ion GaugeE06K

Source
Manipulator

PositronLead

Electrical Insulator

Edwards Oil Diffusion Pumps 
with cold water baffles 
E06K - 1350 1/s

Shielding Deflector

Diagram 2 The position of the proposed annealing chamber and 

electron gun (the current arrangement is shown in figure 2.10).
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